
The Physician's Automobile
Its Advantages and Disadvantages.

A DISCUSSION OF CARS, TIRES, MOTORS, ROADS, CHAUFFEURS, AND REPAIRS.

PROFITING BY THE OTHER MAN'S
EXPERIENCE.

ROLANDUS G. WALKER, M.D.
DENVER.

BUY a car proved good by others' experiences. Do not
buy a machine that was worn out by a previous owner,
or one that was built to sell cheaper than a good, sub¬

stantial automobile can be sold. My car has proved a great
satisfaction to me. It is a well-made, four-cylinder runabout
(102*), 20 h. p., easy access to all working parts, plenty of
space for satchels, rides easily and is operated economically.

Advantages of Automobiles.
The advantages of automobiles as compared with all other

vehicles are, in brief, their speed, absence of fatigue, ease of
control in not running away,.in not starting unbidden, in being
safely left untended, in excellence of brakes, economy in re¬

quiring less stable room, less immediate attention on return
from a journey, and less
lengthy attention before start¬
ing on one, the access they give
to beautiful scenery, the access
to a large circle of friends when
living in the country, and the
access to the country when in
town, the health they bring
with fresh air, all united with
an absorbing pursuit, distrac¬
tion from work, ease of travel¬
ing, and perfect harmlessness in
the streets.

The horse and buggy can not
be compared with an automo¬
bile for genuine pleasure,
health and excitement. For the
busy, overworked doctor, it is
better than medicine, vacations
or religion. It makes one for¬
get he is living in a world of
sorrow and trouble, or that some

day he must die. It makes
him feel that if he must die the auto route is the best. If
one is at all inclined to mechanics, the few minutes each day
spent in putting the machine in shape is pleasant diversion.
You become a part of your machine, and it becomes a part of
you. Much of the pleasure of running a car is in knowing its
mechanism.

Automobiling a Recreation.
To run a car is one of the most pleasant recreations for the

busy doctor. We generally are too busy to take our rest
at regular times, and to be able daily to alternate our work
with the exhilarating effects which come from a spin in an
auto, while going from home to home, is to me a pleasureand a recreation that I can get in no other way. For a doc¬
tor to be able to fly on the wings of volatile gasoline to the
relief of his patients is also a satisfaction. To the busyprofessional man, trying to carry with him the troubles of his
patients, and to the homebody whose humdrum life needs

* For key to automobile names, see editorial explanation, page 773.

Fig. I.—Dr. R. G. Walker, Denver, in his very satisfactory car
(102), just leaving his office.

broadening, we commend an auto trip Not a cut-and-dried
affair, where the details have been arranged in advance,
but a go-as-you-please, with no definite route in view. Just
go when and where the spirit moves you. Don't hurry. Take
things easy, and if you come to a broken bridge, don't swear,
just consider it one of the experiences, back up and find
another way around. It is these unexpected things that
bring the best recreation. Let down the top and give the sun
and air a chance to get at you. They are both great gifts
and ought not to be shut out. Stop at every tovn, talk with
its people, compliment them if you see anything worthy, and
carry home with you added knowledge of human nature and
a sense of satisfaction that will do you good.

The Auto a Time Saver.
The automobile is a great time saver, which is an item of

great importance to the physician. The auto enables the
physician to spend more time in his office, which can be profit¬
ably employed in reading and studying or recreation, the value

of which can not be computed
in dollars and cents. The sav¬
ing of time, the fresh air, the
forgetting of little annoyances,
the absorption in the car in
motion, and the possessing of a

hobby which one enjoys while
actually doing his work, bring
the doctor home at night fresh
and' ready for his reading.

Study Your Car.
Study and understand your

car as you do the human
body. Learn to diagnose your
trouble when it arises, under¬
stand the physiology of your
engine so you will recog¬
nize anything pathologic.
Apply the treatment just
as scientifically as when you
prescribe drugs in your daily
practice. The great satis-

faction in running a car is in knowing its anatomy, physiol¬
ogy, pathology and the proper treatment when trouble comes—
and come it will, sometimes. Know the anatomy of your car,
and be able to tell by its pulse and respiration whether it is
doing perfect work. The carburetor is the heart of a gasoline
machine, and the trained ear of a physician quickly detects
any departure from the normal heart sounds. The normal
sounds and pulsations of an engine are as characteristic as
normal heart sounds, and to the discriminating ear any mur¬
murs or irregularity of sounds are quickly diagnosed. The
automobile is not nearly so complicated a piece of machinery
as the human body. The requisite knowled;" to run a ma¬
chine successfully can be acquired easily by any natural born
physician, for he is acquainted with mechanics and has his
faculty of observation well developed, always on the lookout
for deviations from the normal. Do not get discouraged, for
remember it took you four years of hard study to become a
doctor, and perhaps years of experience have made the art
of healing easy for you; so months of experience may make
you proficient in handling an auto.
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When something goes wrong with your car, do not say it
is no good, that it costs more than horses. You prooably
have given the machine no attention, nor do you allow suffi¬
cient time to repair the ear. Usually the owner waits until
something breaks before purchasing parts. The moment a

horse shows signs of straining or lameness, he is laid up for
repairs. The motor car, on the contrary, goes on until the
break occurs, and then the owner puts the blame where it
does not belong. Locomotives and electric cars are looked after
systematically; give the auto the same care and it will prove a

good servant and a money-making investment for the doctor.

Again the Tire.
The most annoying, the most ardor-chilling, of all automo¬

bile troubles is undoubtedly tire trouble. It is likewise one
of the most expensive, yet nine-tenths of all tire trouble and
expense is easily avoidable. A car can be so fitted with tires
that they will wear double or triple the average length of
time, so that punctures and blow-outs will be almost unheard of.
To secure these results use larger tires than necsesary, and by
so doing decrease the weight on them (especially the driving
tires) ; have them made of good rubber and fabrics; have easy
springs under the car ; have a clutch that does not jerk, and five-
tenths of your tire trouble is gone. Keep them pumped up ; don't

Fig. 2.—The auto that will compete with horse and buggy must
occasionally tackle a proposition like this.

ride them flat; don't let water or rust rot them; don't get the
habit of making fancy quick stops or starts, and you will
avoid another four-tenths, leaving about one-tenth to luck.

Water-Cooled Motors Preferred.
Many things are best for certain purposes and worst for

other purposes, and this applies to air and water-cooled mo¬
tors. The conditions under which a gas engine works vary
quite widely at best, and a further variation does not improve
the results. The water-cooled motor being kept at a fairly
constant temperature does not vary so widely as the air
cooled, giving results more constant. This is the verdict that
most makers have accepted and they prefer water-cooled be¬
cause of the lessened possibility of trouble. The inner wall of
the cylinder is exposed to a very high heat, which travels
through the wall as rapidly as the iron wiil conduct it. It
makes no difference to the engine how this excess heat is car¬
ried away. With water cooling the walls will generally be
kept cooler than by air cooling, and a lower fire test of oil may
be used, an oil not quite so stiff, and will therefore permit
easier starting on a cold morning.

One of the standard "anti-freeze" solutions is as follows:
Three quarts of wood alcohol and one quart of glycerin. To
every gallon of this anti-freeze solution add two gallons of
water. This mixture will not freeze at 40 degrees below zero.

How to Avoid Skidding.
Particular attention should be given to the matter of avoid¬

ing and controlling the phenomena of skidding. This freakish
and dangerous antic of the car, which consists in starting off
at a tangent on a wet pavement, and possibly turning around
before stopping, if, by good luck, the curbstone or another
vehicle is not struck, may be avoided by driving slowly when¬
ever the road surface is wet, and by religiously avoiding all
abrupt turns and sudden applications of the brake. It is
well also to release the clutch when making a turn, so that
no driving power is being applied to the wheels, and the car

simply coasts smoothly. To slow down, also, use the throttle
where possible, rather than the brakes, and in general aim
to drive as if you had no brakes at all. It is a good plan to
run as close to the curb as practicable, so that if a side slip
should occur the car will not have time to gather momentum
before it strikes the curb, providing it skids in that direction.
Never change gears on a slippery pavement if you can help
it. If you must do so, engage the clutch very carefully.

Skidding may be controlled, when it occurs, by turning the
front wheels in the same direction in which the rear wheels
(which are almost invariably the ones to slip) start to slide.
Thus, if the rear of the car suddenly swings off to the right,
the front wheels should be turned to the right, which likewise
deflects the front of the car in the same direction. This equal¬
izes the lateral movement fore and aft, and may be compared
to the process by which a cyclist keeps himself upright by
slight changes in his direction.

One-Third the Time, One-Half the Expense, of a Horse.
Formerly I had three horses, five carriages and a hostler

to look after my turnouts. I have discarded all these and
I now do more work in one-third the time, at one-half the
expense, and derive ten times the pleasure. I am an automo¬
bile enthusiast, and would not exchange my auto for the best
team, outfit and coachman.

THE AUTOMOBILE AS A PHYSICIAN'S
VEHICLE.

H. A. STALKER, M.D.
POND CREEK, OKLA.

WHEN the last Automobile Number of The Journal was
published, I was one of those plodding country prac¬
titioners pondering the problem of more rapid loco¬

motion. Often I returned from a long, dusty drive to find
I had lost more business in my office than my trip amounted
to, saying nothing of the physical fatigue. Finally I bought
a two-cylinder, 10 horse-power, water-cooled, shaft-drive run¬
about (183*) which I used to learn on.

I fooled-along with this car for seven months, and finally
succeeded in turning it back on the company I purchased a
new car (203), 22 horse-power, two-cylinder, water-cooled en¬
gine, which did not depend on air pressure to feed oil to its
mechanism nor on gravity to keep up the water circulation, a
pump having been installed in each one of these circuits which
did the work to perfection.

Dolce Far Niente.
From that time until now I have not known what trouble

meant; my car has been a perfect dream. Mud, hills and
sand are petty annoyances, meaning simply a slack in speed,
if very bad; nothing more. My car only requires 2% gallons
of water to fill pipes and radiator, and the waste is so trifling
that I do not look to it offener than once a week, when driv¬
ing continuously.

Save Time and Do More Business.
To assert that it costs no more to run a car than to keep

up a team is absurd. But if one considers the time saved
on the road, and the consequent additional business made
possible, to say nothing of the lessened physical discomfort,

* For key to automobile names, see editorial explanation, page
773.
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a busy practitioner will find a large balance on the side of the
motor car. It is my opinion, based on an experience of nearly
two years, that with the right car, in a country adapted to
its use, a busy practitioner will do enough additional business
in two years to pay for his car and all running expenses.
Do not be afraid of getting too much horse-power. The in¬
tense vibration of a powerful engine gives a very pleasurable
sensation of assurance to a fellow in a tight place.

BELIEVES IN THE AUTOMOBILE.
HORACE G. WETHERILL, M.D.

DENVER.

MY first automobile was an 18-20 horse-power touring
car (144) weighing 1,300 pounds. It had ample power,
but was of the early type with the engine under the

body, consequently, inconvenient and expensive to maintain and
repair, and unsatisfactory for business purposes. My second
car (145) was an electric of standard make, and was very
convenient and satisfactory for use about a city with good
streets. It was, however, very expensive to maintain and
keep in repair, the necessity for new batteries and tires making
the average cost in the neighborhood of $60 a month; and, of
course, its mileage was limited.

A Splendid Endorsement.
My present car (146), a 12-14 horse-power runabout, is,

from the standpoints of economy in operation, freedom from
road troubles, power and speed, absolutely satisfactory. I
recently ran it about 190 miles over our rolling roads, includ¬
ing some bad stretches of sand, on eight gallons of gasoline.
The sum total of trouble was a puncture and an adjustment of
the high-speed clutch. The engine never missed a beat. The
car is shaft driven, with the engine under the hood, and my
experience and knowledge about gas engines lead me to con¬

clude that the engine is by far the most efficient and satisfac¬
tory of its type. There are two cylinders, and for a two-pas^
senger car of its weight I can conceive of no reason for having
more than two cylinders. The engine is very quiet and the
operation of so light a ear, with its planetary gear, is very
easy and satisfactory. The great range of speed and power on

"the high" makes it an ideal car for a doctor's use. My bill of
expense has not exceeded $12 for any month since I have
driven it. The car has been in daily use and some rather long
out-of-town trips have been made.

Buy a Car Whose Makers Will Treat You Right.
One point in particular should be considered in purchasing a

car, which is the willingness and readiness to make good any
of the little imperfections which all new cars may develop.
Buy a car of a local dealer and manufacturer who will "take
care of you;" in this respect I have found the local agent and
the manufacturer of my car ready to make good all such minor
defects. I shall use equal parts of alcohol, glycerin and water
this winter. I have no hesitation in expressing a preference for
a water-cooled car. The loss of power and the great consump¬
tion of oil in the air-cooled cars more than overweigh their
alleged advantages.

THE AUTO HAS COME TO STAY.
EDWIN OLANDER, M.D.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

AN automobile number of The Journal is certainly a

good thing for the doctor, for the auto has come to stay.
For the benefit of a prospective buyer I wish to sum up

my own conclusions as follows:
1. The greater the number of cylinders the better the ef¬

ficiency (up to six cylinders), but expense, up-keep and trou¬
ble increase according, without fail!

Once Frozen Up Is Enough!
2. The air-cooled machine has come to stay. It is the ma¬

chine for the doctor who has no time to fool with anti-freez-

ing mixtures in winter. One experience with a leaky or frozen
radiator is enough.

3. If anti-freezing mixtures must be used, a combination of
1 part wood alcohol, 1 part glycerin and 3 parts water will
stand any temperature down to zero. Below this it will con¬

geal into a mushy consistency, easily broken up and melted.
Draining the radiator over night in weather below zero is the
safest plan.

4. For the physician with moderate income, the small car is
to be preferred. Tire, gasoline, oil and electricity expense in¬
crease with size of car, other things being equal.

Favors the High-Wheeler.
5. For the physician who must travel sandy or muddy roads

and deep snow, the high-wheeler, solid-tire machine, with at
least 10 or 12 horse-power is the proper one to choose. For
good roads and paved streets the pneumatic-tired machine is,
of course, easier riding, but more costly in up-keep. Any large
high-powered machine fitted with chains can go where no
horse and buggy could go; but so can a high-wheeler of suf¬
ficient horse-power. The former is for the doctor who has
$3,000 to pay for an auto, the latter for the man who has from
$300 to $1,000.

Fig. 3.—Nearly snowbound, but still victorious, Dr. Frederick
Menge, Chicago (auto 226).

6. To the physician who has no one to take care of an auto,
and who is not himself mechanically inclined, I would say,
"Stay clear of an automobile." To others I would say, "Get
an automobile." From my experience I recommend that one

buy a high-wheeled machine (111) if he has bad roads. If the
physician is in the city, there are a number of air-cooled (112).
or water-cooled (113) cars that have good points in their favor.

THE AUTO BOTH CHEAP AND EFFICIENT..
0. W. COSBY, M.D.

MONROE, LA.

MY three years' experience with a gasoline runabout (137),
has been most favorable. I find the four-cylinder car
of simple design infinitely better than the single cylin¬

der. Hills are not insuperable obstacles to a good auto; neither
is sand nor loam; with my car I have never found mud too
deep to pull through.

For my use an auto is cheaper in dollars and cents than a

horse, and does the work of four or more; it is always ready
and never out of order if let alone. With the occasional assist¬
ance of a skilled and honest mechanic, this car can be run

night and day, rain or shine, up hill and down. It has abso¬
lutely never failed me. Specially covered tires (138) will
prevent skidding, also wear and tear on tire.
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WOULD NOT PEACTICE WITHOUT AN AUTO.
GEORGE KESSEL, M.D.

CRESCO, IOWA.

THIS is my third season running an automobile, and I
would not care to practice medicine without it. The
summer season is now one of pleasure in my practice

instead of drudgery. A country trip that formerly kept me away
from my office four hours, now keeps me only two hours, and
often less. It is the same as if the day had forty-eight hours
instead of twenty-four.

More Speed Than He Dare Use.

My car is a two-cylinder, gasoline runabout (185), 18 horse¬
power, water-cooled, and weighs 1,600 pounds. It has all the
power I need, far more speed than I dare use, is simple and
strong in construction, and very easily managed on the

Fig. 4.—This car (185) made country riding a pleasure instead of a drudgery for Dr. GeorgeKessel, Cresco, Iowa.

during the early fall, and about 33 per cent, later. In the
winter season my machine is carefully housed. The tires are

removed, and kept in a warm and dry place, the radiator is re¬
moved and stored in a warm place, as it can not be drained com¬
pletely of the mixture. In the spring every part of the ma¬
chine is thoroughly cleaned, polished and oiled. The rims of
the wheels are also well cleaned of rust and polished before
the tires are replaced. This is a good precaution and prevents
rim cutting and otherwise injuring the tires.

The Auto Is for the Man with, a Lucrative Practice.
The cost of running an automobile should never be con¬

sidered. It costs to buy an automobile; it costs to run one.
It is not economy to run an automobile unless your time is
very valuable. A man whose practice does not average more
than $10 per day, for 365 days in the year, has no business
with an automobile.

THE ANTI-FREEZING SOLUTION.
HARRY SUMNER KISKADDEN, M.D.

 URSTED radiators, stripped gears, or broken pumps are
not only a considerable annoyance, but big expense,
and a proper cooling solution is an important factor in

the winter use of a water-cooled car.

During the past three years I have driven three different
cars and each with a different cooling solution. In the first
car (177) I used the regulation calcium chlorid preparation;
this I found hard on the metal parts of the engine. The rust
became so thick that it was difficult to remove the solution in
the spring. The next winter in another car (178) I used alco¬
hol, glycerin and water; this does not corrode or rust, but is
objectionable on account of its sticky nature, daubing up the

I tested this strength mix¬
ture at zero and it did not
freeze—how much lower it

will stand I do not know. On account of the more ready evap¬oration of the alcohol, I would advise, when making additions,
on account of evaporation or leak, to use a 50 per cent, mix¬
ture, and if the temperature is below zero, pure alcohol.

BAD EOADS EETIKED THE MACHINE.
R. A. QUIN, M.D.
VICKSBURQ, MISS.

SEVERAL years ago I had the automobile craze, and about
1903 purchased a ear (191) in New York City, because
as a steam vehicle it would climb all the steep hills.

I soon found it an expensive luxury, there being no skilled
labor around to help me, and with no paved streets and but
indifferent roads. I have it now in my garage, resting peace¬fully; have not used it for more than a year. For hill-ciimb-
ing and rapid transit it is par excellence.
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SOME EXCELLENT SUGGESTIONS.
C. P. WERTENBAKER, M.D.

NORFOLK, VA

His Car a Satisfactory One.

FOR the physician who wishes a car in place of a buggy,
the two-seat gasoline runabout, of from 12 to 14 horse¬
power, that does not weigh over 90 pounds to the

horse-power, with two cylinders, the motor placed under the
hood, is the most practicable car to-day. Mine is such a car

(130). It has a gasoline motor under the hood, double
opposed cylinders, 4%-inch bore, with 4-ineh stroke, devel¬
oping 14 horse-power at normal speed. It has planetary
transmission, with multiple disc clutch, all metal. Maxi¬
mum speed, 35 miles an hour. Two speeds forward and
one reverse, direct on high. It weighs 1,200 pounds with top
and equipment, and cost $825 without top. It has the thermo-
syphon system of water cooling which gives no trouble. Being
light, with sufficient horse-power for its weight, it is a good
hill-climber, and goes through both sand and mud. There are

about 40 such cars in this section, most of them owned by
physicians who use them daily in their practice, and I have

always cool the cylinder satis¬
factorily.

Favors the Gasoline Motor.
In my opinion, the gasoline motor is the only practical one,

at present for the general use of a physician. Electrics are

delightful and elegant, but can only be used in a limited
radius near a supply plant. Steamers are very satisfactory
when new, but I understand that as soon as thej become worn

they begin to leak and give a great deal of trouble. Being
under high pressure, all the parts are subjected to great strain
and joints have to be repacked frequently. They also have to
take in water about every 30 miles, and this is very incon¬
venient times. Gasoline can now be procured in every
village, and even the smaller cars carry enough for a run of
100 miles or more.

Little Trouble from Pneumatic Tires.
The question of tires was much discussed in the last auto¬

mobile number of The Journal. Pneumatic tires have lost
none of their popularity, and solid tires have not made their
appearance in this section, except on motor trucks. Pneumat-

ics are now so well made that they give but little trouble.
The best makers guarantee their tires for 3,000 miles, and
they are usually good for double that distance. Of course, the
pneumatic is liable to puncture, but unless one is a reckless
or careless driver, he will have but little trouble from this
source. From what I had read in the last automobile number
of The Journal, I had expected to have constant trouble
with pneumatic tires. I have had only one puncture in nine
months.

Cost of Maintenance.

Assuming that you drive and keep your car yourself and
make minor adjustments, the average cost should not exceed
$30 per month. This includes gasoline, oil, batteries and
minor expenses. Many cars used by physicians in this sec¬

tion do not cost half that amount.

How to Select the Best Automobile.
I would suggest that a physician first get one of the numerous

works on motor-driven vehicles and learn the principles of the
gasoline engine and its application to automobiles. The one I
have (131) is a short, simple exposition, and I have derived
much information from it.

Having mastered the principles of motor cars, send for cat-

Fig. 7.—A good hill-climber belonging to Dr. C. P. Wertenbaker, Norfolk, Va.

selected several cars that meet your fancy and pocketbook,
call on an agent and have him demonstrate them to you. You
will then be in a position to decide which car to buy. In
buying a car select one with a reputation, and also one with
as few parts as possible, The simpler the car the less trouble
you will have.

If You Buy a Second-Hand Car.
Should you think of buying a second-hand car, have it

thoroughly examined by a reliable expert, who will tell you
what its value is and what service you may expect from it.
There are many good values in second-hand machines, but
there is also a lot of junk that is only of value as scrap iron.

Dr. J. G. Henry, Winchendon, Mass.: I am still using the
steam machine (165) that I bought in 1901. I have run it six
full seasons and a part of the seventh, covering at least 30,000
miles. It is still probably good for several seasons more. I
have not kept a horse for some years during the auto season.
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THE AUTOMOBILE IS THE THING.
FREDERICK C. WARNSHUIS, M.D.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

SITUATED in a city of 100,000 inhabitants, we have a con¬
siderable number of paved streets, and an equal number
of the remainder are graded. Throughoul· the city and

surrounding country there are a number of hills, some of
which are fairly steep and long. The surrounding country is
more or less sandy. My practice extends all over the city, and
I occasionally make a call five or six miles out in the country.
Previous to last April I kept two horses to do my work. The
average monthly cost of keeping the two horses was $45 per
month.

All Calls in All Weather and Never Been Delayed!
April 1, 1907, I purchased a runabout (104), for which I

paid $725, including top, lamps and extras. Since then I nave

Fig. 8.—Made all his calls In all kinds of weather and never been
delayed—thus comments Dr. F. C. Warnshuis, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
concerning his car (104).

made all my country and city calls in it, in all kinds of
weather, and I have never been delayed or hung up on the
road. My car will climb any hill, the majority of them on

high speed. I can make my calls in a shorter time than I
could with horses. I do not have to bother about hitching
or blanketing, neither do I get muddy and dirty getting in or
out. At night I am gone and back in the same time that it
formerly took me to hitch and unhitch.

Horses Cost $45, Autos $18, Per Month.
The car is a one-cylinder, four-cycle, water-cooled engine,

dry-cell batteries, two speeds ahead and reverse, chain drive,
engine under the body, easily accessible, however; 12 h. p.,
speed 5 to 30 miles an hour. Five gallons of gasoline will
run me 100 miles. One gallon of gas engine oil will last three
weeks. I run an average of 500 miles a month. I oil my
own machine and fill it with gasoline every morning, about
ten minutes' work. Washing and polishing is done at the
garage. The average cost, including three new tires and all
accessories and garage charges, has been $18.28 per month.

I have just had my machine in the garage for examination
and find that no part is overworn and all in as good condition
as when new.

In the seven months' ownership this is the first time a

wrench has been put on the engine. It has always run when¬
ever cranked. Four punctures are the only difficulties I have
encountered. My machine is not an exception. There are oth¬
ers here that are doing the same good work and run a longer
time.

Advice to the Prospective Buyer.
Now, as to the purchase of a new machine for a physician.

The simpler the engine'the better. Two or four-cylinder en¬

gines mean two and four times the amount of trouble and
care over a one-cylinder. Four more spark plugs, four times

as many batteries, four times as much oil, and also more

gasoline. A one-cylinder, four-cycle 10 to 12 H.-P. (delivered)
engine will take you anywhere as fast as you care to go.

Have the Engine Under the Body.
The engine should be under the body, especially in hilly

regions, for the reason that with the engine under the hood
in climbing hills the flow of gasoline is lessened to your cylin¬
der and a weaker explosion and less power results. I can
climb hills on the high speed where other cars with two and
four cylinders under the hood have to shift to low speed.

No More Horses for Him.
To sum up, no more horses for me, for the following rea¬

sons.
1. Calls made in a shorter time; more leisure for me.
2. Night calls made in half the time; more sleep.
3. No dirt getting in or out.
4. No engine trouble.
5. A saving of $25 per month.
6. No worry about my horses or their overexposure to

weather or irregular feeding hours.
The auto is the solution of the doctor's problem of convey¬

ance, and my machine (104) tops all the other makes on the
market. This I have learned by personal experience, inves¬
tigation and in conversation with other physicians owning other
makes of machines.

A SUCCESSFUL INVESTMENT IN AN INEX¬
PENSIVE MOTOR CAR.

H. M. FERGUSON, M.D.
MORRIS, ILL.

NOTHING tells the story to the country practitioner in its
true light to better advantage than a candid statement
from one who has tried the experiment and proved it

out on a standpoint of money invested versus results.
My personal experience has been confined to practice in a

thriving country town, and has carried me a considerable dis-

Fig. 9.—The economical Investment (126) of Dr. H. M. Ferguson,
Morris. 111.

tance into the outlying districts, over all kinds of roads,
through good arid bad weather, during the four seasons of the
year. After careful investigation, I selected an inexpensive,
but what appeared to be an extremely durable, car, not only
on account of the saving in the initial purchase, but with a
view to subsequent economy in connection with the repairs
and up-keep. My report is, therefore, made from a practical
point of view as applied to the country doctor.

My light weight car (126) cost $400, in addition to a few
necessary extras in the way of equipment. My professional
neighbors were running more expensive cars and were disposed
to smile, but they now agree that I made the best and most
economical investment of any of them, and that my car is
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the "best yet" for our peculiar requirements. I am firmly
convinced that I have accumulated more mileage with greater
comfort and less expense for original cost, subsequent main¬
tenance and depreciation from wear and tear, than any other
car within my knowledge.

Not Looks, But Services Count.
My car has only four horse-power, but it is light in

weight, that is ample at all times, and it has the advantage
of an air-cooled motor, which enables me to run my car all
the year round. This type of car is open to two objections,
one of which is real and the other one is relative. The first
is that it is a runabout having only one seat, therefore will
not accommodate my family and friends; the second is that it
can not be operated through thick, black mud; but, for that
matter, neither can any of the more expensive cars owned
by my neighbors. My car averages about fifteen miles an

hour, mile after mile, and this is sufficiently fast for a physi¬
cian's practice, and very few higher powered and heavier cars

average more than that on ordinary country roads. The com¬

ing season I shall raise my horse-power to eight by adding
another cylinder. This combination, I am told, is very effi¬
cient, indeed.

An Economical Investment with Little Depreciation.
A gallon of gasoline will carry me fifteen to twenty miles,

depending on the care I use in operating the throttle. This is
a matter that does not concern me very much as my running
expenses are otherwise so small. My repair expense for the
past twelve months has been practically nil. Mine is not a

$3,000 investment that will rapidly depreciate in value, but
on the contrary, represents an original outlay of $400, and
this permits me to make my calls at the rate of $1.50 each,
plus 50 cents peí mile, and I can do this at a profit. This is
certainly a very practical consideration.

Fig. 10.—When you call another physician in consultation, it is
pleasant to take him in your auto (220). Dr. W. C. King, Helena,
Ark., is at the wheel.

The country doctor who thinks he requires a $500 pair of
standard bred horses and an equally expensive buggy, one who
incidentally hires a livery rig for every hard trip he makes,
to save his fancy stock, will naturally not be in sympathy
with my argument, but the physician who believes that a pair
of hardy western horses and a comfortable buggy represent
the proper economy for use in his practice, mile after mile,
day after day, will recognize that my position is well taken.

Dr. J. E. Hequembourg, Chicago: I use a runabout (258)
regularly in my practice, as well as a touring car (259) for
family purposes and for emergency. I do not see how any
busy physician can do without an automobile.

MOST TEOUBLES ABE ONE'S OWN FAULT.
P. M. JEWELL, M.D., and M. D. JEWELL, M.D.

DECORAH, IOWA.

WE have had experience with an automobile since about
Sept. 1, 1906. It is a two-cylinder, horizontal opposed,
water-cooled, gasoline, 18-22 horse-power, chain drive

motor car ( 143 ). It seats five people and has a detachable ton¬
neau, which, when removed, leaves a runabout seating two. It
is equipped with 3%-inch pneumatic tires (175), which, by the
way, have stood up well and given us practically no trouble.

We have operated and taken care of the car ourselves, except
when necessary to send to the hospital, which has been all too
frequent for pleasure or profit. From this it may be inferred
that we have had troubles of our own, which is true. But to
be frank and candid, most of these troubles have been of our

Fig. 11.—Certainly up against it ! It looks like a case of "Back
up." Dr. O. C. Breitenbach, Escanaba, Mich., says the roads are
bad in northern Michigan (auto 202).

own making, due to our ignorance and lack of experience in
the care and operation of this class of vehicles.

The Ever-Present Dread That Something Will Happen.
When everything works well it is satisfactory to make our

trips at a 15 to 20 mile gait. But if something goes wrong and
we are laid out, it is humiliating to be towed home by an old
team of farm horses. This has been our experience only once,
and was entirely our own fault. But the feeling that some

thing may go wrong and leave one stranded from 5 to 20 miles
from home, is not pleasant by any means. This feeling is a

constantly present and harassing one, that can not be shaken
off by any ruse, so far, brought to our notice. With a good
team of horses and carriage, the question of being unable to
make the trip and return in due season never enters a man's
head; but with a motor car that question is constantly upper¬
most in his mind, and in case he does have a breakdown and
is able to repair it, the chances are ten to one that he will be
covered with grease and grime from head to foot before h
gets the car in operation again.

The Value of Easily Inspected Machinery.
We have ' had ignition troubles and transmission troubles.

Batteries and clutches, adjustments and contacts and a hun¬
dred and one other things demand daily attention. Gears ought
to be open to easy inspection, otherwise how can anything be
known about the question of lubrication? When they are
hid away in a cast-iron encasement it is all a matter of guess
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work, and in rapidly revolving gears it is of Aitai importance
that guess work be entirely eliminated and that one knows
that lubrication is perfect.

Again, easy access should be had to the explosion chambers
of the cylinders. In cold weather it is a difficult matter to get
sufficient gasoline vapor into the explosion chambers to start
the engine. If a little gasoline can be introduced into the
chambers, a turn or two of the crank will develop a mixture
sufficiently rich in gasoline vapor to keep the engine in opera¬
tion long enough to pump in a supply from the carbureter, then
all is well.

The Test of the Car.
We bought and have used our machine for business purposes.

When in order and running well and the roads have been in
good condition, it has been very satisfactory, but when out of
order or the roads have been bad, quite the contrary.

Flg. 12.—The car (205) of Dr. R. R. Campbell, Chicago.

With our experience as a guide, we are willing to return to
the more prosaic, plodding means of locomotion and retire the
auto to the limbo of the past.

THE AUTO A TREASURE AND A BLESSING.
CHARLES FARQUHAR, M.D.

OLNEY, MD.

HAVING used an automobile for six months in country
practice, I can say that if a doctor can go his rounds
with one good horse, it would be folly to substitute an

auto. No matter how carefully a machine is driven, there
are always liable to be breaks, and worn parts that have to be
replaced, that will cause interruption and loss of time to a

busy practitioner, especially in a country neighborhood, and at
a long distance from a machinist. On the other hand, if a

practice is too large for one horse to accomplish the neces¬
sary work, the addition of an automobile will be a great
satisfaction, and a source of pleasure and comfort, to glide
along easily, and return quickly, saving fully half the time
required by a good horse. In case of breakage, the machine
can be repaired, and the physician can make out with his
horse until he gets back his machine. If a doctor is in a posi¬
tion to keep two automobiles, he might get along without the
horse. Living in the city, where a machine can be quickly re¬

paired, would alter somewhat the above view.

Many Cylinders, Multiple Trouble.
My auto is a one-cylinder, water-cooled, 10-horse power

machine (121), costing, with top, lamps and horn, $885. As
my practice is in a stony country, with flint

' stone pikes,
solid tires are used, having a depth sufficient to make resil¬
ience enough to ride as easily as a hard pneumatic tire. I pre¬
fer the one-cylinder machine, as the flywheel is larger and
equalizes any irregular motion; less complicated machinery,
being less to get out of order and less to inspect. The saying,

"one cylinder one trouble, two cylinders two troubles, and four
cylinders four troubles," is doubtless somewhat true.

As an antifreezing solution I have used with entire satis¬
faction one quart wood alcohol and three quarts water. This
solution has less tendency to corrode the metal than some

others, and it is cheaper.
Success Demands a Thorough Knowledge of the Car.

To be successful in the use of a machine from an economi¬
cal point of view the physician must understand every part,
and it is best for him, especially if he lives in the country, to
care for it himself, seeing that it is well oiled and cleaned.

The automobile in the hands of the right kind of a man,
and under proper conditions, is a treasure and blessing to a

physician.

ONE CYLINDER BEST FOR THE PHYSICIAN.
J. A. LYNCH, M.D.

CRESSON, pa.

ALTHOUGH I am an automobile enthusiast, I do not let
my enthusiasm get away with my judgment. I was in¬
duced to buy an auto by the enthusiastic accounts of

them given in the 1906 Automobile Number of The Journal.
The automobile has not met my expectations from a practical
standpoint, in spite of the fact that mine was going when nine
out of ten of all the others in this section were down and out.

I have been using a standard make runabout (156) for two
years, over roads as good and bad as will ever be encountered
in any settled country, and it is from this experience I write.

Auto Cheaper Than Horses.
With a standard make gasoline machine, having a fair

knowledge of its working parts, one can drive over good roads
as cheaply, as reliably and more quickly than with a good team
of horses, but the reverse of this will be the experience
of anyone having bad or even medium roads to drive over.

The best machine for a doctor who intends to drive it

Fig. 13.—A car (174) from the Pacific Coast. Dr. J. C Bynum,
Ventura, Cal., starting on a country trip with Mrs. Bynum for
company.

himself is a one-cylinder gasoline runabout of not less than
10 horse-power and not weighing more than about 100 pounds
to each horse-power. He will not have enough power to make
40 or 50 miles an hour, but this will probably save the ma¬
chine and his neck at the same time. Two-cylinder machines
give more power and less vibration, but this advantage is en¬

tirely outweighed by the amount of trouble two cylinders give
to beginners.

Best to Have a Horse Handy.
No physician who drives 10 to 20 miles daily over country

roads should expect to use the automobile to the exclusion of
the horse. Deep mud roads; new roads; recently repaired
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roads; frozün cut-up roads; deep snow and unavoidable acci¬
dents to tires and machine will compel one to have a horse
handy.

Cost of Maintenance.
The cost of maintaining my machine for about 3,000 miles

has been as follows:
Gasoline.2% cents per mile.
Tires.7 cents per mile.
All other expense.1 cent per mile.

This does not take into account the first cost of the ma¬

chine, nor the fact that it will need about $100 worth of
overhauling before it will turn a wheel again.

Physicians require a machine equipped with solid tires of
some form on rear wheels and, because of the numerous stops
they have to make, a machine that will start from the seat
without delay; a machine With power enough to climb the
steepest hill at a 15 to 20 mile gait; a machine of the run¬

about type, equipped with a good top and storm aprons; a ma¬

chine whose first cost will not be more than the cost of a good
team of horse3 and carriage.

THE AUTO AS NECESSARY AS THE
TELEPHONE.

O. E. McWILLIAMS, M.D.
ANDERSON, IND.

CONCERNING the use of the automobile instead of the
horse, I am firmly convinced that the time is at hand
when every physician, doing a practice which calls him

away from his office, must give this matter careful considera¬
tion if he would maintain his prestige. In these progressive
times when our best patrons, in both city and country, can

step to their phones and call the doctor, they will call him
who they know has the best facilities for answering the call
quickly. They certainly will not attempt to call one who
has no phone; he is not in the race and should not be. If we

Fig. 15.—A valuable time-saving investment for the practitioner,
reports Dr. O. E. McWilliams, Anderson, Ind. (auto 217).

believe in conveniences which will enable our patrons to call
us quickly I believe it is our duty to provide a means of
rapid transit, if possible, in making our calls. The automobile
offers this means.

The busy physician not only loses business by reason of
his inability to see all who desire his attention, but he is
often tempted to, and no doubt frequently does, make his
visits too short for his own and his patients' good in order to
gain time. Much of his time is wasted behind a tired and
emaciated horse, whose condition often marks the physician's
inhumanity. The automobile needs no more care than a

horse, and if it gets as much as a hard-worked horse ought
to have, it will require no sympathy or mercy whatever. All
of which can be reserved for one's patients, wife and children.

While the jaded horse is covering 1 mile the auto will take
the physician 3 and still stay within the speed limit. It. will
give the doctor more time with a greater number of bedfast
patients, more time in his office, more time with his family,
more time for sleep, more time ior recreation, a greater de¬
gree of comfort on his daily rounds than is possible with a

well-cared-for team of horses.
The machine (217) I am using I regard as an ideal one for

the physician.

THE AUTOMOBILE IN THE CITY; THE HORSE
IN THE COUNTRY.

M. CLAYTON THRUSH, Ph.M., M.D.
PHILADELPHIA.

FOR the city practitioner there is no question that the
automobile is rapidly supplanting the horse, and justly
so, as one can cover ground more rapidly and thus

Fig. 14.—Dr. M. Clayton Thrush, Philadelphia, ready for the
morning's work. The top and tonneau of this car (109) can be
removed. On the other hand, curtains can be put up, protecting
from storm.

economize time; and since the automobile is now past the
experimental stage, those who have had experience for several
years with various types of cars can give some practical points
which will be of great value to the tyro in automobile trans¬
portation. In the city, with its paved streets, they are of
value all the year around, with the modern tire devices, but in
country districts, where the roads are bad, I would decidedly
prefer the horse.

For the past four years I have used a one-cylinder car ( 108 )
and derived good service from it. As I had my own garage, the
actual cost of running (gasoline, oil, repairs, etc.), would aver¬

age $6 per month, not including the cost of tires. A tire will
last about a season and a half when it is used daily all the
year around, and averaging about twenty miles a day.

During the past five months I have used a new two-cylinder
car (109) and find that the cost for running is about $8 a

month, but there is the advantage of higher speed, this car

going forty miles an hour (maximum), the one-cylinder car

going only twenty, and it rides much easier. I have compared
the cost of this with the four-cylinder type, and find that to
go the same distance a four-cylinder car uses about 50 per cent,
more gasoline than a two-cylinder. This is a fact that every¬
one knows. The advantages claimed for four-cylinder cars
are smoothness of action with plenty of power, which is true,
although a two-cylinder opposed engine runs almost as steady
if in good condition. My one-cylinder car was 8% horse¬
power and the two-cylinder 22 horse-power; in each case a

tonneau was attached. After running the one cylinder car four
years it was sold for one-fourth the cost price.
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Prefers a Water-Cooled Car,
The question of an air-cooled or a water-cooled car is not

a serious problem, as you can secure a good car of either type,
and there is one point here on which all agree, viz., air-cooled
cars require more oil than water-cooled ears, and water is
cheaper than oil. After experimenting I decided that the fol¬
lowing was the best and cheapest mixture :

Wood alcohol.1 pint
Glycerin.1 pintWater.6 pints

This mixture will not freeze no matter how cold, and it
makes a solution of about the specific gravity of water, and it
is not corrosive on the water tank, as are some of the chemical
salts sometimes used.

Most physicians' cars are gasoline machines, although steam
and electricity can be used. The objection to steam is stopping

Flg. 16.—Yes, it is, of course, an advantage to be able to stop
your car anywhere (Dr. J. M. Bertolet's car [212], Reading, Pa.)

the engine and starting, with the waste of fuel in obtaining
steam each time. The chief objection to electricity is the cost
and the time required to recharge the storage batteries.

Money-Saving Cautions to be Observed.
In conclusion let me call attention to a few practical points,

the result of experience, which are "money savers."
1. Filter all gasoline through regular filter paper. A piece of

dirt may mean a $40 repair job.
2. Use plenty of oil. Insufficient oil means wear of bearings

and a "drag" on your engine.
3. Filter all your water. Same reason as in No. 1 above.
4. Tighten all nuts once or twice a week for obvious reasons.
5. Anything wrong, stop and find trouble at once and correct

it. You soon become accustomed to normal sounds when run¬

ning.
6. Engine runs jerky or irregular, clean your spark plugs and

see that your coil is working properly. Throw spark plugs
away when worn out. It is cheaper than wearing out your
engine.

7. Engine refuses to run, the usual cause is the same as No.
6, for an engine will always run unless something is broken at
one of the valves, unless due to spark plug or coil trouble.
This is an important point to remember.

8. As soon as you have a flat tire, repair it, unless you wish
to purchase a new inner tube.

9. When the thermometer is below 32 degrees F. use anti-
freezing mixture or you will order a new pump.

10. To protect your tires and avoid accidents, use steel-
studded leather casings or similar devices in wet and winter
weather (216).

Dr. F. E. Welsh, Rutland, Iowa: Country practice here
demands both horses and automobiles. If I had to choose be¬
tween them I would take the car, but a combination is more
effective and more economical. I have a lively little runabout
(234) for average roads and a sturdy driver for deep mud and
snow.

THE AUTOMOBILE AS SEEN IN DAILY USE.
R. J. THOMSON, M.D.

TUOUMCARI, N. M.

DURING the past two years I have used the automobile in
my practice, and am doing so daily. My machines have
been of the gasoline, water-cooled runabout type, two

cylinders (141) and four cylinders (142), 18 horse-power. The
four-cylinder runabout of from 16 to 22 horse-power is the ideal
car. Such a car runs more smoothly, with less vibration, and
one or even two of the cylinders may be working badly and
still bring one home. The cost of operation as regards the
number of cylinders is about the same, but horse power and
cost of maintenance mean nothing unless the "dead weight"
is considered. This should not be over sixty or seventy pounds
each horse power, and then there is power when needed for
sand and hills. The tire bill, too, will be much less, as the
more weight the greater the wear on tires and the more oil and
gasoline required.

I have tried the car in practice in rough, hilly and sandy
country and did not find it practical, but at present I have a
rather level country with some hills and bad sand, but my
small four-cylinder, 18 horse-power (1,050 pounds) car takes
it all alike, with the assistance of chains in sand or mud.

SUPERIORITY OF AUTOMOBILE OVER HOESE.
H. E. SMYTH, M.D.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

OCTOBER, 1905, I purchased an automobile of the run¬
about type (110), then selling for about $750. I have
driven the car about 7,000 miles, largely on smooth Con¬

necticut roads, at a total expense of $770, including accesso¬

ries, but exclusive of care, which I supplied.
Pneumatic Tires the Greatest Expense.

The' greatest single expense has been pneumatic tires, which

Fig. 17.—The car of Dr. Henry Wiedow (2S5), Worthington, Minn.

amounted to $300. They are a constant menace to a physi¬
cian's convenience, and perhaps will be superseded, in the near
future, by some form of non-puncturable tire.

The two-cylinder motor has proved very satisfactory, being
simple, quiet and efficient, giving all necessary power and
speed for a light car, although in a rough country more power
would be desired. The shaft drive seems ideal, being clean
and effective, although I have been annoyed by the occasional
loss of a bolt from one of its universal joints.

Manufacturers Should Furnish Parts Promptly.
The automobile thoroughly outclasses the horse, both in

convenience and speed, and will be used more and more by the
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medical profession, especially as manufacturers now try to
meet its requirements. The ideal physician's car would seem
to be a light runabout, with two or four cylinders under the
hood, preferably a shaft drive, water cooled, non-puncturable
tires, full elliptic springs, a good carrying capacity for medi¬
cine case and bags, and, above all, purchased of a manufacturer
who realizes the importance of being prepared to furnish parts
promptly at all times.

A SATISFACTORY THREE-WHEELER.
EDWARD G. RHOADS, M.D.

QERMANTOWN, PA.

SIX years ago I began using automobiles, my first machine
being a three-wheeled, air-cooled, single-cylinder car
(158) of about 4 horse-power, weighing about 800

pounds. I used this car for three seasons, found it very reli¬
able, although slightly under-powered.

The vibration of the engine and, still more, the jarring from
the roughness of the road, decided me to try a slightly heavier
four-wheeled car (159), having a two-cylinder, two-cycle,
water-cooled motor. This car I used one season; there was
not much vibration from its engine when running on level
roads, but a great deal where it became necessary to use the
hill-climbing gears. I found that in this car also I felt the
roughness of the road very unpleasantly, and finding that I
seldom used the car for a whole day's work without suffering
from headache, I sold it and returned to the use of horses.

About eighteen months ago I purchased another car of the
same make as my first one, but improved. I find this car

very satisfactory, except that its weight necessitates large
tires, and although my mileage is not more than 4,000 miles
a year, the cost of tire renewals is a large item.

Fig. 18.—A good hill climber that rides as easily as any car¬
riage—is the verdict of Dr. E. S. Winslow, Orange, Mass., on his
car (221).

Maintenance Equals Two Horses.
I believe that the cost of maintenance and running expenses

of this car approximate the cost of keeping two horses with
the corresponding carriage repairs; but the increased facility,
the saving of time and the ability to do a greater amount of
work in a day, make my machine almost a necessity. As in
our climate during part of each year motoring is difficult or

impracticable an account of deep snow, I keep one horse. I pre¬
viously kept three.

I hope manufacturers will focus their attention on cars for
business and professional use which I feel have not com¬
manded the thought and attention they deserve.

AN AUTOMOBILE FOE EVEEY BUSY
PHYSICIAN.

WILLIAM STANTON, M.D.
WEBSTER, N. Y.

MY ADVICE to every busy doctor is to buy an automobile.
It is afraid of nothing, is not pestered by flies, mos¬

quitoes or dogs, stands without hitching for any
length of time, day or night, hot or cold, rain or shine, does
not stiffen from standing in the cold or founder from over¬

driving in the heat; neither does it get restless when not fed
on time, nor eat while you are away on your vacation or sick
yourself; it is absolutely untiring, and will drive just as freely
after having gone fifty miles in a day as after five; it is
always fresh for that unexpected long drive when you have

Fig. 19.—Dr. and Mrs. G. T. McCulIough, Missoula, Mont,
(auto 227).

been on the road all day. I regret that our climate forces me
to expect to be obliged to depend on horses for even a few
weeks each winter.

I studied the question for two years from the viewpoint of a

busy physician located in a country village, with plenty of
driving over ordinary country roads. I bought a runabout (105),
that has made good every claim of the makers. For several
years I have kept from two to four horses, and most of the
time a man to care for them. This season I sold all but
one and soon put him in pasture, and have kept no man.

The auto did the work in much less time and at very
much less expense, about one-sixth of the cost of feed and
shoeing for two horses the same length of time. This includes
gasoline, oil, batteries, repairs and everything. I have found it
just as reliable as horses, and requiring much less care, be¬
sides what is required I can do myself at my convenience. I
have never been towed in nor have I been delayed on the road
for longer than a few minutes.

Skidding and Tires.
The high wheels and solid tires practically eliminate the

dreaded skidding as well as the troublesome punctures. I have
driven during the hardest showers and every day during a
week's rain, and can scarcely notice any tendency to skid even

on a muddy sidling road.
Only Two Cylinders Necessary.

I prefer two cylinders for a runabout for several reasons.
It does away with the throbbing or vibration which a single
cylinder gives. Two cylinders sustain the power better on a

long, hard pull, and it gives you a chance to get home with
your own power if anything should go wrong with one cylinder.

The Driver Must Furnish Eyes and Intelligence.
In conclusion, remember that an automobile is a machine,

and that you must furnish the eyes and intelligence; that it
must be kept in good condition, properly adjusted, with gaso¬
line in the tank, or it will not go. But buy any one of several
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well-known runabouts with air-cooled motor of 10 to 20 h. p.,
equipped with some form of non-puncturable tires, learn to
keep your ignition system in perfect order and to let the car¬
bureter alone, and you will be pleased with the results. The
more simple the construction of your car the better pleased
you will be.

H

TEOUBLE WITH TIEES.
I. S. CLARK, M.D.

SPRAGUE, WASH.

AVING done with autos (195) almost all my work in
town and country, for over two and one-half years, in
spite of our rough, rocky and very hilly roads, I

Fig. 20.—First aid. Dr. H. G. Blanchard, Waseca, Minn., found
an auto party stranded and brought them to town, nine miles
over rough hilly roads without changing from the high speed
gear (auto 223).

would not think of returning to horse-drawn vehicles, the
advantages and pleasures of motoring are so great.

To doctors I would say, do not consider a single-cylinder
machine unless your roads are perfect, and then—don't. Do
not buy second-hand cars unless you understand motor cars

thoroughly—then you probably won't.

As to Tires: There's the Rub.
Until manufacturers make pneumatics considerably heavier

than now, we are certain to have some trouble with punctures.
If they would use about twice the amount of fabric that they
do now, leaving the air space considerably smaller, our trou¬
bles would be very few. In the meantime I use a four-inch
tire, where ordinarily a three or three and one-half inch tire
is used, with very satisfactory results.

I had solid tires applied to the front wheels, but they proved
unsatisfactory.

The expense of running and keeping in repair my auto (196)
is no more than for a team and buggy, and the advantages—
well, you will have to experience them in order to understand
thoroughly.

DO NOT USE SOLID TIEES ON LOW WHEELS.
M. T. ZELLERS, M.D.

HOOPER, NEB.

ONE who depends on his faithful old horse and comfort¬
able old surrey to make his country calls will, ere

long, awaken to the fact that in this age of unprece¬
dented progress and extreme nervous activity his more up-to-
date competitor who soars, as it -were, to his patients on the
wings of a swiftly moving automobile, will do the major part

of the practice in his community regardless of skill or ability.
But in order that the prospective buyer of an automobile may
not be led astray, as I was, by articles which appeared in the
first Automobile Number of The Journal two years ago, I
Avant to impress on him, in the strongest terms, not to use

solid tires on a low-wheeled machine. It is true, as stated by
many physicians, that 80 per cent, of the upkeep of a machine
is due to tire troubles where pneumatic tires are used, but it
is equally true that machines equipped with solid tires re¬

quire 90 per cent, more repairs than those running on pneu¬
matics. Solid tires also shorten the life of the machine 50
per cent., and lessen the comfort of the driver 75 per cent. I
used both solid and pneumatic and know whereof I speak
(250).

SOLID TIRES SOLVE THE PROBLEM.
FRANCIS R. SHERWOOD, M.D.

CHICAGO.

HAVING used an automobile for the past seven years, I
desire to give my experience with the most expensive
part of the up-keep of the machine—the tires. In

three and one-half years' use of pneumatic tires I was con¬

stantly annoyed with punctures and pinches of the inner
tubes and cuts, blisters, rim cuts and blow-outs of the outer
tubes as soon as the newness wore off the tires.

With the greatest care I wore out and destroyed on an

average of two sets of pneumatic tires a year. I have had to

change inner tubes as high as three times in a single day.
I never was sure on starting out that I would get back without
tire trouble.

I used one set of solid clincher tires (209) for three and
one-half years, running at least 30,000 miles, without spend¬
ing anything on replacement or repairs on the tires. I have
pulled numerous nails out of them. I ran a three-eighths-inch
bolt through one of them, have cut them with glass, etc., but
still use them without annoyance or inconvenience.

Fig. 21.— car (218) that stands well the rough roads of
Florida, says Dr. Louis Blocker, Pensacola, Florida.

They do not skid worse than pneumatics. On good roads
the vibration is negligible. I have had many say when riding
in my machine that they could not notice the difference in
the vibration or riding quality between these tires and those
of the pneumatic type. I used one set for three and one-half
years on an 1,800 pound runabout (213) and have used
another set on a 2,200 pound (215) touring car for one year.

On crossing bad street-car tracks or on cobble-stone pave¬
ments or very rough roads there is more vibration than with
pneumatic tires, but this can be compensated for by cutting
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down the speed with much less annoyance and loss of time
than in using pneumatics with all their disadvantages.

I have never broken a spring on any of my cars and I do
not believe that I have spent $1 more for repairs on the engine
or machine on account of the extra vibration from the solid
tires.

I can run on good roads as high as 25 or 30 miles an hour
without noticing any difference in the steering of the ma¬
chine. I can run in street-car tracks without injuring the
tires, which is a very great advantage to a physician, as

many calls take him on poorly paved streets.
In my opinion, the single disadvantage in the use of solid

tires—increased vibration on rough roads—is very much less
than the many disadvantages in the use of pneumatic tires.
From experience I have found that it is wise to increase the
diameter of the wheels two inches and buy solid tires at least
one size larger in circumference in order to obtain a tire of
approximately the same dimension as pneumatics.

A FIRM BELIEVER IN SOLID TIRES.
B. H. S. ANGEAR, Ph.G., M.D.

SUBLETTE, ILL.

LIKE most beginners, I first purchased a light, 10 horse¬
power car (128) with solid tires (129). I soon found I
was short of power and that the machine was too light

for country roads, but I had no tire trouble. I soon purchased
a 22 horse-power machine (128) with pneumatic tires (169),
which was heavy and built for country roads. This machine
was just the thing, but I had tire trouble, and will always have
it till I return to solid tires. My advice is to get not less
than a 20 horse-power machine and, by all means, solid tires.
Automobile manufacturers will talk against solid tires, but
do not have pneumatic tires unless you are looking for lots
of trouble.

BELIEVES IN AUTO, BUT HAS GONE BACK TO
HORSE.

I
C. J. B., MJ).

MASSACHUSETTS.

BOUGHT a single-cylinder runabout (194) in April, 1903.
I used the auto exclusively in 1903 and 1904 when there
was no danger of freezing the water in cooling apparatus.

Fig. 22.—The car of Dr. M. D. Westley, Cooperstown, N. D.

During the winter I made my calls on foot, and when it became
a necessity, by. street car and by a livery horse. This was

much cheaper than keeping a horse.
The first year I used the machine thirty-four consecuoive

weeks at an average weekly expense of $5.34. This included
two expensive breakdowns (crank shafts), etc.

Takes Less Time for Care Than a Horse.
I took care of my own machine and made as many repairs

(including tires) as I was able. I believe that to run an

auto successfully one must understand it, and one can not
learn any quicker or better than by caring for it personally. I
made a practice of going over the machine every morning
before starting on my calls, tightening loose nuts and clutches,
filling oil and grease cups, replenishing water and gasoline and
washing the machine externally. The auto is superior to the
horse in many ways. I can make my work quicker and with
more pleasure.

The Disadvantages—Dirt and Pneumatic Tires.
Its chief disadvantages are black dirt and pneumatic tires.

It is utterly impossible for one to kep his hands even decently
clean. The black grease gets under finger nails, at base of
nails, into finger joints and cracks. It is the simplest method
I know of spoiling cuffs and shirts. Your outer garments
come in for a portion of this défiler also. Some one says

Fig. 23.—The compact ear (242) of Dr. G. H. Mayhugh, Wester-
ville, Ohio.

"wear gloves;" you will for a while, but did you ever see a
mechanic wear gloves when he was doing his work? You will
find that you can do it better without gloves, and so they are
discarded.

Returns to the Horse.
I have discarded the general use of the automobile on

account of these two troubles, and have gone back to the
horse and team, and I am sure it is a backward step, but
the puncture and the dirt had to be avoided. If one can afford
to keep a chauffeur these two features are of no importance,
but if you do your own work, it means much to your peace
1 am still a firm believer in and admirer of the automobile, and
intend to get back into the game as soon as I see a car that is
what I want.

I believe that the ideal car for a physician must be air
cooled, shaft-driven, high-wheeled, and cushion-tired or solid-
tired. The other parts are of minor importance, except that
they should be made of high-grade material.

NO HOESE EVEE OWNED CAN COMPAEE
WITH THE AUTO.

F. A. ROGERS, M.D.
EVERETT, MASS.

MY experience has extended over three years. Whether
we expect it or not, difficulties will arise with any
kind of car, for „he more or less delicate mechanism will

surely get out of adjustment on uneven roads; while dust
and mud contribute toward the same end. A stationary en-
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gme, protected from the inclemency of the weather, and work¬
ing with an even load, is a different problem from an engine,
subject to the most severe strains; one moment exerting the
utmost power to climb a hill and the next moment racing
down, and at the same time tossed about, by passing over

rough surfaces.
The Shrewd Demonstrator and the Would-Be Purchaser.
It is one thing to sit beside the demonstrator, trained to

magnify the commendable points of a car, and carefully to
pass over the real difficulties, which one will have to encoun¬
ter sooner or later; it is quite another thing to take possession
of the car for business purposes. In the first place, I believe,
it requires a person of a mechanical turn of mind to operate a
car successfully for any length of time.

If a proper understanding of a car was a prerequisite to
purchase there would be fewer cases of annoyance and exas¬

peration on account of being towed home. I have learned
these points from experiences, for the unexpected is sure to
happen.

I have owned and operated two kinds of automobiles. My
first car was a steamer (123).

Nothing surpasses a steam car, in the beauty and delicacy
of operation, but pleasure is more or less clouded with a mul¬
titude of cares.

My attention was next turned to a gasoline ear. I had
demonstrated to my satisfaction a one, a two and a four-cylin¬
der machine. Whether I made the wisest choice or not, I do

Fig. 24.—Drove his horse but twice after he purchased this (222)
reports Dr. A. L. Peckham, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

not know, but I chose a four-cylinder, air-cooled runabout car

(124). I have found this machine to work very satisfactorily,
but it needs constant attention to the details of adjustment.

I value my experiences very highly, and, after more than
twenty-five years' experience with horseflesh, I find that for
rapidity of transportation, practical and pleasant locomotion,
no horse that I ever owned can compare with my four-cylin¬
der, air-cooled, gasoline runabout.

NOTHING LIKE AN AUTO—IF YOU RUN IT
YOURSELF.

DELNO E. KERCHER, M.D.
PHILADELPHIA.

OVER five years ago I abandoned the horse for the auto¬
mobile as a means of getting about in my professional
work. I have had four new machines. The first two

were popular single-cylinder runabouts (186) and were

fairly reliable on our smooth city streets, although they were

under-powered, uncomfortable from vibration, and not hand¬
some. The two functioned for two years and four months.
My next car was a two-cylinder, 10 horse-power runabout
(135)—a very decided improvement on the other two. This
car was in daily use for sixteen months, and cost for repairs,
ipart from tires, $11. It cost new $750 and I sold it for $400.

Does His Own Repairing.
My fourth and present car is a four-cylinder runabout (136)

of 1,100 pounds and rated at 15 horse power. This car has
been in constant service for fourteen months, and the actual
outlay for repairs has been $3. I rent a small stable in which
I have tools and machinery sufficient to do all the repairs
needed so far. This explains the small cost of this usually
large item. I regard this work as recreation. Automobile
anatomy and physiology is interesting and useful. My 28x3
clincher pneumatic tires have been run 8,000 miles without
retreading. The tires are the most vulnerable part of the
automobile. I have a small vulcanizer with which I can repair
nearly all the injuries to the case or tube without removing
from the wheel. My total tire expense for the fourteen
months is $38.

A Very Small Expense Account.
My monthly expense averages $12, made up of the following

items: Rent, $5; gasoline, $4.50; lubricating oil, $1; batteries,
$1.50. I run about twenty miles each day. From each gallon
of gasoline I get from twenty-five to thirty-one miles. One
set of twelve dry cells runs the car 1,000 to 1,800 miles.

Auto Is Unsafe If Not Kept in Order.
My practice is to examine the working parts of my car

every few days, to run the car myself, to be thoroughly famil¬
iar with the physical diagnosis of its every ailment. Other¬
wise, I believe the automobile is often disappointing, unreli¬
able and even unsafe.

THE AUTO IS ALL EIGHT—IF YOU HAVE A
MAN TO EUN IT.
M. C. OVERTON, M.D.

LUBBOCK, TEXAS.

I HAVE two two-cylinder runabouts (187, 188), and my ex¬

perience has brought me to the conclusion that no country
physician has any use for an auto unless his practice jus¬

tifies him in employing a driver. My two machines keep a man

busy.
No country roads could excel the roads on the plains in west¬

ern Texas. I average 18 or 20 miles an hour. I have used ma¬

chines about two years. I formerly kept four to six horses,
but found them inadequate for my practice. I now hire a team
in muddy weather, as it does not pay to use a car.

An auto is more expensive than horses, but a doctor's life
is made easier, and he can do twice as much work in the
same length of time.

Large, Heavy Machine Preferred.
I would advise strongly against a light weight machine for

country use, also against a low-power machine. They will not
stand the hard work. Get a machine weighing not less than
1,200 pounds and not less than 18 or 20 horse-power. A two-
cylinder machine is preferable. A one-cylinder machine has
not the necessary power, and if it gets out of order, you have
a dead machine, while you can come in on one cylinder if one
of the two cylinders quits. A four-cylinder machine has more
to get out of order and for a physician's use has no advantage.

If a car is properly taken care of, one need have but little
trouble; but if a man tries to practice medicine and run his
own automobile in a general country practice, I fear he will
soon decide an auto is of no service.

THE AUTO A GOOD INVESTMENT FOE A
COUNTEY DOCTOE.
H. G. BLANCHARD, M.D.

WASECA, MINN.

DURING the last four years I have done most of my driv¬
ing by automobile, only occasionally hiring a livery
team when mud was very deep or when snow was deep

or badly drifted. During the six years preceding this time I
tried hiring all my driving, and keeping one and two teams.
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My actual expenses during these six years averaged about $60
per month.

During my automobile experience in the last four years I
have done more driving and my monthly expenses, including
all breakage, gasoline, oils, batteries and tire renewals, have
been less than $25 per month. During this time my livery bill
has averaged $15 per month for the first three years and $8
per month for the last year.

Auto Increases Income.
My automobile experience has been very favorable finan¬

cially, but what I consider of still more value to me—and this
can not be measured by dollars and cents—is that I have done
my driving with very much more comfort, and with a saving of
at least one-half the time it would have taken to do it by team.
I find that I have been able to spend twice as much time in
my office during these four years, and that my work has aver¬

aged $1,000 more per year than any of the four preceding years.
Less Delay on Road Than with Horses.

I am driving a (223) ear, and I never have had a horse
hitched to it and have never left the car. My delays on the
road for any cause have been less during these last four years
than they were during the four preceding years.

My experience with the automobile may have had some ele¬
ment of luck in it, but I should not care to go back to horses
and do without my car, even if I knew that I should have a

breakdown once in every five or six trips. The comfort in
riding and the saving in time would more than make up for
the inconvenience of an occasional delay.

USES THE AUTO FOR THE HARD WORK.
M. PIERCE RUCKER, M.D.

MANCHESTER, VA.

FOR sixteen months I have been using a single cylinder,
10 horse-power (160) runabout. I have also had a
horse and buggy. The automobile can be made to do all

of my work, but when the streets are rough and muddy driv¬
ing an automobile spoils my temper. For this reason I do my
close work on the back streets in my buggy, and my long calls
and night calls in the automobile. I prefer a single cylinder
for the reason that it is simpler and easier to keep in order, and
cheaper to run. I keep the auto in my barn, where it is always
ready to go night or day. I append my expense account for the
first twelve months.

Tires.$ 58.00
Gasoline. 37.78
Repairs*. 15.29
Tools and equipment. 9.20
Lubricating oil. 6.75
Sundries. 4.35
Batteries. 2.00

Total .$133.37
Monthly average expense. 11.12

For the past four months my expense has averaged $10.98.

ELECTRICITY VERSUS GASOLINE.
MAX.

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

I WAS the first physician in Cambridge to use an automobile.
I leased an electric stanhope for $60 a month. The com¬

pany assumed all the care, including repairs, charging and
maintaining the battery, etc. It was a great snap for me. To
my great regret the company failed.

I had little faith in the steam or gasoline cars of that
period, and bought a second-hand electric runabout (167), and
later a touring car (170), with a two-cylinder apposed, 18-
horse power, water-cooled gasoline engine. It had a shaft drive
with three speed, selective, sliding gear transmission. This
car I still have. It carries five people comfortably and is good
for about 30 miles an hour on good roads, but I seldom care to
drive that fast. When I take my family out for a pleasure
trip we like to see the country, and we find we can not appre¬
ciably enjoy it much faster than 18 miles an hour.

An electric vehicle equipped with solid rubber tires will af-

ford the maximum of comfort and reliability with the mini¬
mum of care and trouble. But, of course, the limited mile¬
age will not allow one to go touring with it. If that feature
is desired in addition to the strictly professional use of the
car, then the gasoline engine is to be preferred, unless one's
pocket allows him to own both an electric and a gasoline car.
With my present car I can take my wife and five children and
make a trip of 50 to 100 miles in any direction that pleases
us with no fear of being unable to get home again.

A SATISFACTOEY EXPEEIENCE.
T. C. GIBSON, M.D.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

EVER since I bought a light, two-cylinder 10-horse power
runabout (173), April 19, 1907, I have used it almost
constantly in my practice. For the first eight months

my expenses, not including storage charges in garage, were:

Fig. 25.—The motor cycle (206) of Dr. John Specht, Superior, Wis.

Tire repairs. $32.50
Gasoline .38.50
Lubricating oil. 9.00
Batteries (which include a storage battery pur¬

chased for $18). 25.00
Repair bills. 44.15
Miscellaneous. 3.25

Total .$152.90
Average per month. 19.11

The man who does my repair work has frequently told me
that I have been extremely lucky.

At present I do not expect ever to return to the horse and
buggy, but I certainly would not advise any one not living
in a city and convenient to a repair man to depend on an auto¬
mobile unless he has a first-class mechanic.
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BRIEFLY PUT

Dii. \V. K. Prichard, Cloverdale, Ind.: With a machine,
time—one of the most valuable things a physician has—is eon-
served. (Auto 249.)

Dr. Chas. W. Brown, Washington, D. C: I have used a

two-cylinder runabout (229) in my general practice continu¬
ously for nine years. I have made all the repairs necessary.
I have had less delay and less expense than when using horses,
which in icy weather gave much trouble and loss of time to
keep them properly shod, so they could travel on our asphalt
pavements. I am able to do double the amount of work in
same time.

Dr. J. B. Potsdamer, Philadelphia: I would never return
to a horse. The question resolves itself into a few definite
points: 1. As simple a machine, of reliable make, as possible.
2. Careful running, and familiarity with all its points. A run¬

about, one-cylinder machine of 10 horse-power is all that is
necessary. My first runabout (247), single cylinder, for four
years, cost an average of $28 per month. For the past twenty
months another 'car (248) averaged a cost of $20 per month,
and I have not lost one day.

Dr. Samuel C. Rumford, Wilmington, Del.: Starting with
a single-cylinder car (251)—no better ever made for hard,
rough work and reliability—and using it for three years, I
changed about nine months ago to a lighter and faster four-
cylinder runabout (252), which has been equally satisfactory,
and goes through six inches of snow without difficulty. Four
cylinders about double the consumption of gasoline and oil used
in a single cylinder. The expense from July 1, 1907, to Jan 1,
Í908, was:

Gasoline, 7 barrels.$47.32
Cylinder oil, 8 gallons. 4.00
Charging batteries. 3.00
Tire patches. 1.25
Lights. 2.45
Mechanic's time. 9.60
State license. 5.00
Glycerin, 2 gallons. 4.00

Total .$76.62
Average cost per day .40

With every cylinder the care is multiplied, and so for a be¬
ginner I advise a good reliable single-cylinder car -hat will
surely get him to the patient in half the time his horse
would take; and then, after a year or two of experience, get
the more complicated ear and cut his horse'a time down to
one-third. I see no advantage in air cooling. A man does not
need to be a mechanic to operate an auto successfully. All
that is wanted is common sense and the ability to resist the
temptation to tinker with the machine unless one knows ex¬

actly what he wants to do. A man who has used a horse
thinks now that he has a machine to drive speed is necessary,
and flies across rough crossings at 20 miles an hour, when at
that same crossing he would have pulled his horse down to a

walk.
Dr. J. H. Guinn, Arkansas City, Kan.: Having had seven

years' experience (118) with a trouble wagon, I realize how
expensive experience is. .A steamer (119) is a nice smooth,
noiseless running ear, but not suited for a doctor. For pleasure
of steady running it is a nice machine, or if you are able to
have a chauffeur; but in that case you are able to retire from
the practice of medicine. For city work the electric (120) is
the ideal machine. There is no smoke, no smell, no vibration,
no heat, no noise and no complicated machinery. The electric
is always ready and reliable, lights in an instant and is unaf¬
fected by heat or cold. A child can operate it, and a doctor
will feel a hundred times more safety for his wife or children
when out in an electric than when out with a horse. I keep
the machine behind my office and do my own charging from a

small generator driven by a 2-horse power electric motor. 1
have nothing to do but plug in, throw the switches and go to
my office, and return when the battery is charged and turn off.
If I come in late at night and the batteries are well down, I
cut the amperes back with the rheostat, calculating the num¬
ber of hours that I will be away, and when I go back in the
morning I have thirty-six or forty miles of energy that I can

rely on and have no fear that I will have to be hauled home.
(A doctor would rather lose a patient than have his machine
hauled through the city behind a dray!) I oil my machine and
look the batteries over once or twice a month, requiring thirty
to forty minutes. My running expenses have slightly exceeded
one cent per mile, but this is due to cheap natural gas, 25 cents
per 1,000 cubic feet, and the electric plant people have water
power and meet competition.

BOILED DOWN

Dr. Albert R. Trapp, Springfield, III.: I am able to go
almost anywhere on the roads except when the mud is sticky
and deep. I would not advise a physician to purchase a ma¬
chine if he did not have a fancy for machinery, nor if he is
afraid of having hands soiled with engine oil. I take care of
my own machine (253), which is not hard work, but rather
recreation. One ought to spend several days in the factory o
become familiar with the anatomy of his motor.

Dr. James Frederic Clarke, Fairfield, Iowa: As my
automobile (166) was too light for country work, I sold it. I
could only use it in the summer because of bad winter roads
and freezing. I would buy another but for the fact that they
frighten the farmers' horses. If one cares for the rights of
others and for the good will of the farmers, the use of an auto¬
mobile at this time and place is perhaps not wise. I found the
automobile more expensive than a team. The machine wears out
rapidly, tires are expensive, and after using my machine two
years it sold for 16 per cent, of the first cost. When able to
afford the luxury I will buy an automobile for pleasure. In myopinion, with southeastern Iowa mud and cold weather, the
automobile, as now made, is not a practical machine.

Dr. A. L. Peckham, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. : To have satis¬
factory service one must have a reliable car, personal interest
and ability to care for it properly, and fairly passable roads.
My car (222) has now been in commission every day for a
full calendar year. The maintenance for twenty-one months,
8,200 miles, cost:

Gasoline (at 20 and 22 cents).$112.20Lubricants. 21.95
Batteries. 11.00

Î145.15
Tires : New. $133.50

Repairs. 16.00
Patches and cement
.

4.60
Replaced cross chains. 8.00

Repairs : Broken springs.$ 25.75
Other repairs and varnishing. 47.00

162.10

72.75
Miscellaneous: Alcohol, carbld, polish, etc. 5.50

$385.50
This averages $18.36 per month, or about $220 per year,

4.7 cents per mile. That is less than the present cost of keep¬
ing a single horse. As the service value of a horse is the
miles traveled, the comparative cost of maintenance should be
figured on the mileage covered in a given period of time. On
this basis, estimating the horse mileage, I believe the automo¬
bile has cost me about half as much per mile as the horse.
Aside from its ability to wade through very deep snowdrifts,
 can not see a single point on which I am willing to concede
superiority of the horse over the automobile in the usual serv¬
ice that I require.

Dr. Z. Fuller, Sac City, Iowa: Even the worst snow and
mud can be "negotiated" with my car (155) ; but it is more
sensible and satisfactory to go with a team when such road
conditions prevail. Twelve to fifteen miles is my usual speed,
which is about double that of an ordinary team, if continued
more than an hour or two. The higher the speed the greater
i he liability to breakage, with its dangers and expense, and
(he shorter the life of the machine. Driven at this moderate
speed, I see no reason why this machine should not outlast a
team. I have found the machine less expensive than keeping a
team. My repair expense has been very light, mostly, per¬
haps, because of the solid tires. I suspect that the size of
repair bills depends a good deal on the man who runs the ma¬

chine; whether he understands his machine; whether he is at
least reasonably thoughtful and careful; and, most of all,
whether he has "speed mania." My machine has more than
met my expectations; I am greatly pleased with it. Horses
have always been, for me, too slow and otherwise unsatisfac¬
tory. On long, hard drives especially, when one must hurry,
it has always hurt to force horses on, as one must, mile after
mile when they are tired and worn. A machine has no nerves,
a very large item to me. I can do far more work, yet have
more time for rest, and the pleasure, diversion and healthful-
ness of driving the machine has been of no small consequence.
Country doctors get little enough of pleasure and diversion,
and more than enough of unhealthfulness. Yet for these advan¬
tages I have had to pay the price. This price has been much
time, hard work and plenty of annoyance while learning the
machine. A country doctor must drive and care for his own
machine for the most part. He must learn to be an engineer,
and he must learn this largely on the road, without an in¬
structor; must "work out his own salvation."
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TWO-YEAR-OLD MACHINE GOOD FOR TWO
YEARS MORE.

N. B. BAYLEY, M.D.
haverstraw, n. t.

AFTER two years' continued use of a "one lunger" against
the advice of my friends, the machine to-day has by far
the best record of any in my vicinity: it has cost less

and has been less disabled. It is a horizontal runabout (106)
of 10 h. p., chain drive, with a single cylinder (5x5 in.).

Bought Books and Studied the Auto Subject.
As it had been used two months, the listed price was dis¬

counted $200, and I have never regretted the purchase. As I
knew absolutely nothing about gasoline or automobile con¬

struction, I bought books on this subject and read up until I
understood the principle of automobile mechanics.

Never Fails to Start.
The machine worked smoothly; it was easy of control, sim¬

ple in construction and seemed to me as if it ought to be
economical in operation. The machine has been used both
summer anâ winter. The engine has never failed to start
when cranked, provided the ignition was properly adjusted. I
sold my horses and in the past fifteen months have not hired
more than twenty-five days. Deep snows are prohibitive in
driving, especially so when wet; light snows of six to eight
inches are easily ploughed through; icy roads present no dif-
Acuity. Chains on the rear
wheels prevent skidding at
moderate speeds—and help the
rear wheels to hold firm in the
mud.

The automobile teaches care

and observation. Always keep
it supplied with gasoline; oil in
plenty, but not too free; the
best spark plugs and dry cells
or batteries obtainable; see

that all the connections are

clean and tight; have spare
inner tubes and casings on

hand, and such other things as

may be necessary; then one

can drive his machine with the
assurance of continued service.

The country in my vicinity is
hilly; the main roads are hard,
the secondary roads are soft.
The population of this town is
about 7,000. My mileage runs from 200 to 350 miles per
month, yet it formerly required two horses to accomplish it.

The Auto Halves the Time of Travel.
The machine halves the time of travel, greatly reduces the

fatigue therefrom, and saves, if necessary, a driver. After
two years' use of the machine it is apparently in as good
condition to do the next two years' work at it has been during
the past two years. I take care of the machine mostly my¬
self; occasionally a mechanic assists me, and a man washes it.

A Sample Expense Account.
My expense account is epitomized as follows for the year

tnding October 1 :

AUTOMOBILE EXPENSE ACCOUNT.
1905-6. 1906-7.

Repair and labor.$68.13 $45.45
New parts. 16.15 18.50
Gasoline. 29.24 47.25
Oil and grease. 11.90 8.75
Ignition. 6.42 15.55
Tires .120.00 116.75
Painting. 35.00

$251.84 S287.25
Total for two years .$539.09

The above account does not include the first investment or

depreciation. In my experience a physician's riding outfit has
little commercial value when offered for sale, as he is seldom

Fig. L.—They all posed for this. Dr. B. T. Fields, Ensley, Ala.,
in his car (224).

in a position to seek purchasers, and usually has to take what
is offered.

In winter I fill the water tank with a solution of a special
form of calcium chlorid (107). Last winter this cost me $1.
This solution seems to have no corrosive action.

Cheaper Than Horse.
In 1906 gasoline cost me 14 cents per gallon. The present

year about 20 cents. My car will run from fifteen to twenty
miles on one gallon of gasoline. Situated as I am, the gasoline
runabout is cheaper than two horses—or even one horse. It is
cheaper than a touring car, as it is of less weight. For econ¬

omy I believe that a car should not have more than two cylin¬
ders. I can say that one cylinder has done my work well and
economically.

Consider Yourself an Apprentice for a Year.
Reading the above it may seem that I have painted the

physician's motor car in a roseate hue. That there is an ob¬
verse side of the

'

shield is to be admitted : vexatious delays
and accidents may occur when one's time is most limited;
nevertheless if the neophyte will consider himself an appren¬
tice for the first year, will actually learn how to run the
machine, care for it, study it and actually follow the directions
of the makers of the car, and not try to invent innovations
until he has learned the mechanism of the motor car—there
will be no serious trouble.

Nevertheless, there are some men who will never succeed in
running a motor car; those who
are destitute of the "mechan¬
ical sense" would better stick to
the "one-hoss shav."

What Is Meant by "Two-Cycle"
Automobile Engine?

In a "two-cycle" engine the
piston and crank shaft are

given an impulse with each
revolution of the shaft, and
each down-stroke of the piston
is a power-stroke. In the con¬

trasting, and at present the
more common type, of automo¬
bile engine, the "four-cycle,"
the piston is given an impulse
on every other down-stroke,
which means that alternate
down-strokes are idle strokes.

The development of the four¬
cycle type has become general

because when gasoline engines first began to be applied to
automobile propulsion the two-cycle idea was in a crude form
and applied to boat engines almost entirely. The four-cycle
engine was the easiest mechanism whereby to utilize gasoline
power, and the demand was so great for automobiles, of any
kind, that this type of engine was used because it was the
most available.

A few mechanics stuck to the two-cycle principle, whereas
nearly all of the older mechanics in gasoline engines had taken
it up and dropped it for the more available mechanism. But,
as is the case in so many other branches of mechanics, the
men who persisted in their idea and work have now made a

wide impression and there is no question that the perfected
two-cycle idea will become more and more popular.

The makers point to the dramatic contrast between the
reciprocating type of steam engine and the startlingly simple
turbine engine, which lias been known as a principle for cen¬

turies, but has only in present years been perfected. The
giant turbine engines of the Lusitania and Mauretania are

magnificent examples of this universal trend towards sim¬
plicity in all mechanical construction. It is a rare device that
does not start in what afterward is seen to have been an

amazing complication.
Of course, the saving in initial cost of manufacture is one

thing, but the saving in care and adjustment is another and a

far greater thing, whether it is a steam engine or a gasoline
engine. Two-cycle history is, in a word, the history of all
mechanism over again. The principle was long ago recognized,
and has taken a longer time to work out.
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IN A NUTSH ELL
Dr. J. E. P. Holland, Bloomington, Ind. : I certainly

could not do without my car (214).
Dr. John Specht, Superior, Wis.: Last year a motor

cycle (206) was my hobby. But I found that for a physician
who wishes to be well dressed and have clean clothing a motor
cycle is not practical. I intend now to get a single-cylinder
gasoline motor car (210), with a good top and storm front
and apron, and will be able to ride in all kinds of weather.

Dr. R. R. Campbell, Chicago: Now that the automobile
has become a necessity with the busy practitioner, the two all-
important questions are what to buy and where to buy. I
would answer the first question by the simple statement, a
first-class four·cylinder machine. Not only have my cars been
satisfactory in every detail, but my dealings with the company,
of which I have bought three cars (205), have been eminently
satisfactory.

Dr. E. T. Fields, Ensley, Ala.: I have, owned two cars
(235, 224), but I have never given up my horses and buggy
and would advise anyone—especially those who have more or
less muddy country roads to run on—to not think of giving up
horse and buggy entirely. It is mighty nice to have both, but
if you are going to take one or the other for ever ready, every
day and any kind of a day or any kind of roads, take your
horse and buggy. I will say this for my present car (224),
that I don't think there is a better machine made for anything
like the money, and it will go anywhere and has given me

perfect satisfaction.
Dr. H. W. Chapman, White Hall, III. : On good roads

the automobile is far superior to the horse. On bad roads the
horse is still in the lead and most satisfactory. My first ma¬
chine (233), described in your former Automobile Number,
was very unsatisfactory from faulty design and poor con¬
struction. It was disposed of at a great sacrifice and I imme¬
diately had one built from my own designs and under my own
supervision. It is a success. Drive at a speed that shows you
have some regard for others if not for yourself, and a properly
designed and constructed car will do the work of three horses
at the cost of one.

Dr. Marion M. Hull, Atlanta, Ga.: Since July 10, 1907,
I have driven my car (201) over 3,900 miles on professional
calls, with the exception of possibly 150 miles on purely pleas¬
ure drives; have not been without the use of it a single day;
and the total cost of maintenance, including repairs, has been
under $200. It needs adjusting occasionally, but so does its
driver. I am entirely satisfied that a good automobile is the
best means of transportation for a physician. I keep mine at
home, and find I do not dislike to make long calls at night as

badly as I did. I enjoy it most by the fact that I can go
when I have to without having to wait for a negro to get his
meals—a loss of about two hours a day previously.

Dr. O. C. Breitenbach, Escanaba, Mich.: Motoring under
difficulties in this northern country, a one-cylinder machine
(237) served me very well at first. After one year's service
the multiple cylinder machine stimulated vain desires, and I
began to use a two-cylinder touring car (239). After several
months' use I disposed of this machine because of its not
being adapted to a physician's work. I have come to the con¬
clusion that à certain four-cylinder runabout (202), because
of its light weight and economy in maintenance, is the ideal
machine for the practitioner. I am opposed to a high-priced
runabout or roadster, because it does not assure any more
fueeess than a medium-priced car and the depreciation is so
much greater.

Dr. Frederick Menge, Chicago : A few days ago, leaving my
car (226) in the favorite doctor's haunt, the Washington Street
side of the Public Library, a regulation blizzard in the course
of the day accumulated a snowdrift in front of the machine
up to the radiator and finally through this under the bonnet,
until the whole was turned from a greasy black engine to a
mass of snow through which one could not tell apart the
cylinders nor find the carbureter, commutator or even the fan.
This being a new contingency, which it had never been my
fortune to experience, the best plan and the one involving the
least amount of work seemed to be to remove the snow care¬
fully from one of the spark plugs, remove the plug and primethe cylinder. Cranking in the usual way started this cylinder,
and that in turn the others. The heat generated by the run¬
ning engine soon had the snow melted away and we went on
our way rejoicing.

MULTUM IN PARVO

Dr. Ira M. Comstock, New York Mills, N. Y. : I believe
that the automobile is a necessity to the general piactitioner
(236).

Dr. M. D. Westley, Cooperstown, N. D.: For three yearsI have made my calls in a runabout (208) and find it practi¬
cal and economical. I was delayed on the road but twice last
season, by a nail puncture and by water freezing in the car¬
bureter. Last season was unusually long for North Dakota,
extending from April, 1907, until Feb. 5, 1908. During cold
weather I use 30 to 40 per cent, wood naphtha in water for
cooling. An enclosed top is an absolute necessity for comfort
in severe weather.

Dr. E. F. Cooke, Houston, Texas: My little old auto (151)
is running to-day as sweetly as ever, although it is about five
years old, but it has not sufficient horse-power to carry a topwell, and so in bad weather I have to use a horse and buggy.The great expense of operating a machine nowadays is in the
tire. As far as my observation and experience goes, the en¬
gines are reliable enough. Like all machinery, the engine will
get out of order, especially if not, well looked after, but the
troubles are mostly easily remedied.

Dr. W. C. Clarke, Cairo, III.: Last October I wound up
my automobile experience at a decided loss—the friendshipof the one to whom I sold the machine (162). Since that time
I have increased in weight and general appearance. The tran¬
sition from mechanic, electrician and general roustabout back
to M.D. was very pleasing, indeed. I have more money now,do not beat my wife or grocery bills, ride in a comfortable
buggy drawn by an old plug always good for a return trip,and am entirely satisfied over my complete and permanent
recovery. I send my condolence to any brother physicians who
are not content to be in my class.

Dr. Max Henning, Memphis, Tenn.: My car (228) has
cost me $2,000 counting extras, with monthly expenses running
from $25 to $50, besides keeping a horse and buggy for bad
weather and when the machine is laid up for repairs. Since
the middle of August I have gone over 3,500 miles, using 38ft
gallons of gasoline, costing $69.80. As the streets of Memphis
are not all paved, a doctor has a lot of riding in his machine
to keep on the good streets, and then has to walk to make some
calls. While the streets are dry and the machine is running, it
is great, but I would not advise any physician in Memphisto get an automobile unless he expects also to keep a horse
and buggy.

Dr. S. B. Dickinson, Watertown, S. D.: My 6 horse¬
power runabout (240) has now been doing practically all mywork for nearly five years, both summer and winter, and will
run through soft snow or mud very satisfactorily, having just
as much power as four years ago. I have done most of the
repairing and adjusting, which has been very little, during the
past year. I do not expect to revert to the use of the horse-
drawn vehicle except when the roads are very bad. With an·
additional 6 horse-power in my machine it would be very sat¬
isfactory for at least three or four years more. Were I to
buy a machine to-day I would want one with, briefly, the fol¬
lowing points: 1, wheels 36 to 40 inches in diameter; 2,
solid tires; 3, wheel base not less than 70 inches; 4, chain-
drive to both rear wheels; 5, water cooled; 6, friction
drive; 7, engine in center or toward rear, and 8, at least 12
horse-power.

Dr. C. B. Miller, Helena, Mont.: For the past two and a
half years I have relied entirely on my high-wheeled, self-
propelled vehicle (219) for making all my calls, and I have
been hauled home but once, when, it being dark, I ran off the
side of a bridge and broke the control lever. My machine is
the pioneer in this city and has but seven horse-power, yetit has not failed to carry me to and from my destination, uphill and down, through snow and mud, in less time, and with less
care than a horse could have done, and at one-sixth the cost.
It is practically as good now as when purchased, due, in part,to replacement of wheels and axles, on account of the railroad
backing a freight train into my machine. On account of the
grades on our streets, ranging from 1 to 15 per cent., more
power is desirable, and wishing to avail myself of the improve¬ments since made, I have just bought a new twelve horse¬
power car of the same make, and anticipate increased pleasureand comfort in its use. Although I miss the horseback rides*
of which I am very fond, no more horse-drawn vehicles for me.
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TERSELY TOLD

Dr. S.  . Cummings, E'lkhart, Ind.: I consider my car
(231) a fine one for a physician's use. I used it last year, and
it runs quietly and economically, which are two important
points.

Dr. D. W. Evans, Scranton, Pa.: 1. Too high prices. 2.
Too much tire trouble. 3. Too much robbery by repair men.
4. Too small power wheels. 5. Too little clearance. 6. Too
much speed.

Dr. G. F. Reineke, New Ulm, Minn.: My car, a 10-horse
power single cylinder runabout (250), always goes. It is more
reliable than a team if the roads are fair. I do all my own
adjusting and most of my repairs. My expenses, except for
tires and repairs, amount to about $25. I am a firm believer
in the automobile for a physician if he understands machinery
sufficiently to know when something is going wrong.

Dr. Louis de M. Blocker, Pensacola, Fla.: On our sandy
Florida roads for nine months, my machine (218) has had as

rough treatment as any machine could get in running over
rough roads washed out by log carts, running into stumps,
etc., and to-day is in good shape. The cost of maintenance
has been small; my horse costs three times as much. If I
had the good roads they have north, the machine would last a

very long time. This machine is all they claim for it.
Dr. Henry Wiedow, Wortiiington, Minn.: I have been

driving a car of the high-wheel type (255) for about one
year. Though I can never again get along without an automo¬
bile, I have had more than my share of unpleasant experiences.
This has been mainly due to poor construction and workman¬
ship. The company cares little after they once have your
money. A car, at the best, consists of a lot of machinery, and
it is bound to get out of order and make trouble sooner or
later. I think the high-wheel cars will give no better service,
except in rare instances, than the low ones, and are just as

expensive to keep up. An auto is much more expensive than
horses, and you must depend on a team a part of the time.

Dr. G. T. McCullough, Missoula, Mont.: In 1907 I ran
over 3,000 miles for $365.40, or one dollar a day. In this ex¬

pense account were four new tires, two new front springs, a
new transmission frame (broken by losing out a bolt), gaso¬
line, lubricating oil, a new carburetor and all minor repairs,
besides one complete overhauling with grinding of valves, dry
cells and charging storage battery. My car (227) is kept at
home, and ready for use in a half-minute at any hour. I find
the auto a great saver of time and would not be without
one, yet I do not use it exclusively, as there are times in mud
and snow that the buggy or cutter is more desirable. Weather
and roads favorable, I can make trips in about half the time
one can with the best of driving horses.

Dr. Edwin B. Tuteur, Chicago: To one accustomed to the
use of street cars and horse-drawn vehicles for years, the
change to an automobile is almost magical by comparison.
The automobile assuredly grasps old Father Time by the fore¬
lock and leads him a merry chase. The economy in time is
the chief factor in the use of the automobile. The time saved
can of course be utilized for other important purposes. My ex¬

perience has made my car a necessity, even though in a sense
it may be considered a luxury. The expense has not been
great and I have found can be reduced to a minimum by some
knowledge of the mechanism of the machine, so that trifling
difficulties can be quickly and inexpensively remedied. My
car (254) has proved staunch, reliable and satisfactory. It
stands up splendidly under the rough usage the average doc¬
tor is compelled to give it.

Dr. John M. Bertolet, Reading, Pa.: My experience with
a steam runabout (238) in 1901 was so satisfactory that I
have used automobiles up to the present time. For the past
three years I had a 16 horse-power gasoline runabout (257).
During these seven years I have acquired some decided opin¬ions, and last August I commissioned a local manufacturer to
build a car for me on the following lines: A comparatively
short wheel base, medium weight, ample horse-power, a con¬
vertible body and all mechanism as simple as possible. The re¬
sult is what I consider an ideal car (212) for any one who
needs a small car for business or professional purposes, and
which answers equally as well for a five-passenger touring car,
with about ten minutes' time to attach the rear seat. The try-
out for the past four months has shown such good results that
the manufacturer has concluded to make this his leading model
for the coming year.

JUST   E GIST
Dr. Henry E. Tuley, Louisville, Ky. : I have found it

entirely impossible to use my cars (184, 225) in the "winter for
health reasons, but during the spring and summer use it con¬
tinuously with very great satisfaction.

Dr. E. S. Winslow, Orange, Mass.: My car (221) is in¬
expensive to run and is handled very easily. It has all the
speed that is necessary, is a good hill-climber and rides as
easily as any carriage. It is adapted for both summer and
winter use.

Dr. Amos Avery (179), Sapulpa, Okla. : A doctor who
uses an automobile certainly wants a machine that will bringhim back home. The runabout type, with two or four cylin¬ders, mechanical oil feed and water cooling, with sliding gear
transmission, I consider the best for this country. In the
Southwest one may be far from repair shops and have to look
after all details himself. Next of importance is high clear¬
ance; the roads often have large stones and deep gulleye.Then again, there are streams to be forded. I certainly believe
that the automobile is the coming means of conveyance for the
physicians, whether for business or pleasure.

Dr. G. H. Mayhugh, Westerville, Ohio: I bought a sec¬
ond-hand runabout (242). I have had the usual minor trou¬
bles, but, on the whole, my experience has been favorable, and
has proved the following: 1. Thirty-two inch wheels are the
smallest practicable for country dirt roads, and a higher wheel
is essential if solid tires are used. 2. The two-cycle type of
engine is the simplest and best, though difficult of lubrication.
3. The water-cooled engine is always cooled. 4. For the man
whose work takes him into the country, 10-horse power is the
minimum that is effective. 5. The simplicity of the single
cylinder more than offsets the slight annoyance of extra vibra¬
tions. 6. Any tread less than 56 inches is not fit for use on
country roads, and 61 inches is preferable.

Dr. J. C. Bynum, Ventura, Cal. : I believe here in South¬
ern California we have the best all-year-round conditions
favorable for automobiling, and there are times here when it is
very difficult to make one's calls in one. Last winter I used
a runabout (171) 10 horse-power, 28x3-inch pneumatic tirea.
I had chains on rear tires, but frequently when the mud was
deep I had to resort to the horse and buggy. Last fall I
bought a high-wheeled solid-tired machine (174), and so far
this winter I have no occasion to abandon it for a buggy. I
believe the high-wheeled solid-tired car is the coming machine
for the physician, for there is no mistake about its ability to
go through sand, mud, dust and water better than the low-
wheeled pneumatic-tired machines. If one takes the trouble
to understand his machine, so he can correct small troubles,his auto will be a success; otherwise not.

Dr. J. L. Ormsbee, Springfield, Mo.: My motorcycle (211)
is a strong, durable, well-built machine, with a 3 horse-power,
air-cooled gasoline engine. It goes up all ordinary hills and
will go as fast as one cares to ride over common roads or
streets. The machine is easily controlled wherever there is a
path, causes no delay in getting started, does not scare horses
as an automobile does, and costs from $100 to $200. I like
my motor cycle first rate. Repairs so far have cost nothing;
a gallon of gasoline will run the machine 50 miles. In guidingthe motorcycle one has to use good judgment and attend to
business, but it is simpler in construction and will do the
same work or more for the doctor than an automobile will.
For a cheap, convenient and rapid method of transportation
for a young and energetic doctor, or one who likes to use a
bicycle, I recommend the motor cycle for use in good weather.

Dr. W. C. Kino, Helena, Ark.: The motor car is in every
way superior to the horse-drawn vehicle, provided the roads
are good. While I use my machine (220) the greater part of
the time even at this season, I find it necessary to keep a horse
to use when much mud is to be encountered. I have run my
machine in mud two or three inches deep with no difficulty, yet
I think it very detrimental to the machinery to run a very
great distance in mud, and I do not believe any automobile
can be successfully operated over real rough, muddy roads, the
claims of the manufacturers to the contrary notwithstanding.I keep my car at home, and can have it ready for use at a
moment's notice. The cost of maintaining my machine is less
than keeping a horse. I think the life of a car and the success
in operating it depends largely on the mechanical ability of the
owner, the care exercised in driving it, and a thorough under¬
standing of its mechanism.
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SOME SHOWINGS FROM MISSOURI.
CHESTER  . FULTON, M.D.

SPRINGFIELD, MO.

LAST March I purchased a four-cylinder gasoline runabout
(101), water-cooled, weight about 1,000 pounds, pneu¬
matic tires, 28x3; cost of car and equipment, $773.93.

I have used it constantly, except when laid up for repairs or

waiting for new parts to replace those broken.
Our streets and roads are very rough and somewhat hilly.

The soil is clay, ana in many places is covered with flint
rock, ranging in size from pebbles up to six and ten inches
through. Only a few streets have been sufficiently improved
to be favorable to automobiling. For this reason my expenses
have been heavy.

Fig. F.—A doctor can not choose his streets as can one who
motors for pleasure. Runabout (101) owned by Dr. C. E. Fulton,
Springfield, Mo.

Summary of Nine Months' Expenses.
My total expenses for nine months are as follows:

254 gallons gasoline. $48.95
Oil and grease. 19.15
Battery charging and dry cells. 12.40
Repairs and replacements. 147.95

Total for nine months .$228.45
Average expense per month. 25.38
Average cost per mile. .06

As I keep the auto at home and care for it myself, no garage
expenses are included. Counting 15 miles of running for each
gallon of gasoline—and I have made careful observations on
this point—I have driven a total of 3,810 miles at an expense
of 6 cents per mile, hot including the depreciation in value of
the machine.

Can Not Think of Returning to the Horse.
Since becoming accustomed to my auto, I have been enabled

to dispense with my horse most of the time, but I am going
back to him during the winter months. The expense of mo¬

toring is almost too great for me even in good weather, and
I think it would be far greater in winter. Am going to try
it again next summer, however, as the time saved and the
greater pleasure makes the thought of permanently going back
to the horse unbearable.

I am not sure that the advantages of a four-cylinder over
a one or two-cylinder engine are as great as claimed by the
advocates of the former, but I have certainly not found the
objection of greater complication as valid as some proclaim
it to be. If I were going to buy another car I would prefer
one with four cylinders—other things being equal.

I advise anyone using a four-cylinder high-speed engine not
to use dry cells. It consumes them rapidly.

FEOM THE MUDDY EOADS OF IOWA.
J. R. CROSS, M.D.
DES MOINES, IOWA.

EIGHTEEN months ago I bought a high-wheel car (192),
equipped with a two-cylinder air-cooled motor, 4x4, and
two forward speeds. I found, however after a season's

service, that the machine should have more than two speeds
forward and reverse, in order to negotiate bad roads to good
advantage. I had less trouble than owners of     -wheel cars
with pneumatic tires, but I found that I needed a machine
with more power or with a greater speed reduction in reserve
for bad hills and deep mud, and also a car that would be
practically fool proof and could be repaired in any blacksmith
shop. I investigated about every other make of high-wheel
car on the market, and even visited factories. I finally was
satisfied and bought a four-cylinder, high-wheel roadster (193).

A Fool-Proof Car.
This car has front and rear wheels 40 inches in height, 1%-

inch solid rubber tires; a road clearance of 20 inches; a four-
cylinder air-cooled motor, developing 20 horse-power; a twin-
friction transmission giving any speed ratio from 0 up to
the highest—forward and reverse. It will climb steep hills on
the highest gear at a good speed, and is Aery powerful for muddy
roads. Friction transmission seems to me in every way
superior to a positive drive, and the twin-friction transmission
in my car enables me to handle the car over bad roads without
any straining or shock. I find this car a wonderful machine.
It gets under way quickly from a stand.

I urge doctors who can afford it to buy a four-cylinder ma¬

chine, giving them plenty of power, as that is what they
need, if they want to use their cars in all kinds of weather. I
expect to have an expense of $5 a month for wear of tires and
other parts.

Half as Expensive as Horses.
I think that this car is one-half as expensive to use as horses,

while it will cover four times as much ground. An automobile
is absolutely indispensable to a busy doctor, but it is better
not to have an automobile at all unless you buy the very best
on the market, as that is the cheapest in the end.

Fig.  .—Dr. J. R. Cross, Des Moines, Iowa, just back from
country run through twelve inches of stiff mud (Auto 193).

WOULD NOT RETURN TO HORSES.
R. D. SMITH, M.D.

YERINGTON, NEV.

LAST September I bought a single cylinder, water-cooled,
10 horse-power runabout (157), and have found it very
satisfactory. It runs about 20 miles on one gallon of

gasoline and requires from four to six hours' work a week. I
find it a little more expensive than the horse, but use it much
more. I save lots of time and enjoy my trips, whereas I
formerly dreaded them I would not return to the use of
horses if it cost twice what it does to run the auto.
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WOULD NOT RETURN TO THE HORSE.
F. J. BOMBERGER, M.D.

MAPLETON, UH.

WHEN our roads are wet they are also so muddy and
slippery that it is hard work for a team of horses
to draw a buggy. We have the stickiest mud in the

world, and I was afraid an automobile would be impracticable,
but I was venturesome enough, after reading your first Auto¬
mobile Number, to invest in a second-hand machine (199). It
had a two-cylinder engine, horizontal opposed type, air-cooled
and rated at 6 horse-power. Then my troubles began. Some¬
times the machine would run splendidly and at other times
abominably. I'd get stuck on the road, and passers-by would
make remarks for my edification, but my courage failed not.
To the oft-repeated question, "What's bothering you, Doc?" I
always answered, "My deplorable ignorance."

Know Your Machine.
In a short time I learned many things about gasoline en¬

gines and then my troubles ceased. I ran the machine through
mud without much trouble. I was satisfied that an automo¬
bile was a practical vehicle for a physician, and then exchanged
the old machine for a new one of the same type. This machine
rides easy 20 miles an hour on ordinary country roads. When
driving faster than this, there is a tendency to skidding, which
I do not know how to overcome. The machine will climb any
hill that one will find on an ordinary wagon road, and I never

got stuck in the mud. I can do twice the work with the
machine that I can driving a team. Two days ago I made
two calls, drove 20 miles and was back to the office in two
hours.

Cost of Maintenance Small.
The cost of running the machine is about 2 cents a mile. I

have paid out for repairs $27. This includes a set of tires.
The machine has done almost all my work since July, and I
think that I shall never own a team.

Fig. 28.—"A hurry call," writes Dr. J. E. P. Holland, Bloom
ington, Ind. We suspect that this is a case of malingering for the
benefit of the Automobile Number. Dr. Holland's companion is
Dr. W. D. Martin (auto 214).

THE AUTO THE THING FOE A BUSY DOCTOE.
C. P. THOMAS, M.D.

SPOKANE, WASH.

GAS engineering is becoming more simple and more effi¬
cient every year; and high-class air-cooled cars with
four cylinders, which are light on the tires, and have a

reasonable clearance, are ideal for a doctor.
If a doctor is very busy, he can afford an automobile of the

character described, even though he does not use it for more
than five or six months a year. If, however, he has only a
little business, with no likelihood of being able to increase it,
the horse and buggy is cheaper.

The physician should not buy an automobile and attempt
to run it without taking a good course of training in gas en¬

gineering. He should know the mechanics of his car as well
as he knows the use of surgical instruments. Given that
knowledge, he will have no trouble.

The automobile has come to sta}', and the sooner we get in
the band wagon the better it will be for us (207).

WHAT           HAS TAUGHT.
F. M. CRAIN, M.D.

REDFIELD, S. D.

FTER using the same automobile (154) for five years
in a practice extending over a large area of country, I
have arrived at the following conclusions:

Fig. 29.—Safe home from a country trip through snow drifts—
Dr. F. J. Bomberger, Mapleton, Minn, (auto 199.)

1. The longer the drives the more useful the auto.
2. A   -horse power single-cylindered, water-cooled engine

is more easily maintained.
3. The physician should be equipped to make all small

repairs.
4. The greatest hindrance is the way one is "held up" by the

manufacturers for repairs, especially in the cost of tires.

INEFFICIENT REPAIR MEN THE MAIN
EXPENSE.

CHARLES S. BACON, M.D.
CHICAGO.

FOR two years and a half I have run an air-cooled 16
horse-power, four-cylinder car (197), with a tonneau,
capable of seating five persons. For city use it has

been satisfactory. When in order it doe3 not overheat, and,
liecause of its simplicity, it has, I believe, considerable ad¬
vantage over water-cooled machines. The great difficulty with
this machine, as is true of all automobiles, is caused by the
ignorance and the exorbitant charge of so-called repairers.
I have learned that the workmen in the shops are not me¬
chanics at all and know practically nothing about machines,
consequently they waste at least four-fifths of their time, and
do much injury to the machine, and yet charge enormous prices
for the swindle.

Some form of roughening the tire (198), helps to prevent
skidding, but I have not found it necessary to use chains. I
think chains should be forbidden in the city because of the
damage they do to the streets. With care in driving they are
not necessary. Every owner should learn to know his car as

thoroughly as possible and to handle it himself, as much as

possible. I can not conceive how anyone can do without a car

when he has learned its value as a time-saver.
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SUPEEIOE TO THREE HORSES.
M. D. HOGE, Jr., M.D.

RICHMOND, VA. ·

FOR the doctor's use in the city the automobile is much
superior to one or even three horses. A two-cylinder
opposed 20 horse-power runabout of the gasoline type

is the best for simplicity and economy. In the past thirty
months I have run my automobile (161) a little over 10,000
miles. Since I have discarded pneumatic tires and adopted
solid tires (162), my main troubles and expenses are only a

disagreeable memory. My car has cost an average of $29.40
monthly. This is more than the keep of one horse, but the

Fig. V.—Dr. M. D. Hoge, Richmond, Va., certainly appears well
pleased with his car (161).

speed, certainty, comfort in hot and cold weather, and the
exhilaration of guiding and controlling a good strong machine
is worth the difference—to me.

THE AUTO WILL NOT ENTIRELY SUPPLANT
THE HORSE.

R. J. CHRISTIE, Jr., M.D.
QUINCY, ILL.

SINCE the advent of the automobile industry in 1901 I
have been a continuous user of motorcars (230) and have
had experience with all kinds except the steamer. The air-

cooled machine, in my experience, has been a failure, the
water-cooled engine is to be preferred, even at the risk of
freezing. I have operated two air-cooled cars (180, 181).

I have owned and operated one electric (182) and found it
ideal except for the annoyance of recharging and the uncer¬
tainty of mileage, which practically eliminates it as a physi¬
cian's proposition.

I have owned and operated one nigh-wheel machine (180),
and at first I thought that I had obviated the ever present
troubles of the pneumatic tires of the conventional type of
machine, but, alas, the hope was vain. The high-wheeler is a

disappointment in everything but the running gear. I have
no doubt that in time, after sufficient evolution, this will be
the best and cheapest rig for the doctor. Mine has cost me
more for repairs than all the other machines I have owned.

I should say that a moderately priced two-cylindered car
with the best tires, properly understood and judiciously used,
will give the doctor the best service and least trouble.

Let no doctor think that the auto will do all that the horse
will do, but he can use his machine for eight months in the
year and save 50 per cent, of time. This appeals most strongly
to a busy man.

SATISFACTION WITH THE AUTO.
JAMES Y. WELBORN, M.D.

EVANSVILLE, IND.

MY practice is in a city of 80,000 people, the streets of
which are of all kinds, from the best improved asphalt
or brick to the worst of mud. The main roads in the

country about are macadam, the surrounding territory being
hilly to a large extent, most of these hills being from 50 to
200 feet high. My practice is scattered over the entire city,
and I have some country work also. I purchased a machine,
because, up to July, 1906, I had practically been killing a horse
every six months.

A Good Word for the One-Cylinder Machine.
I concluded that a one-cylinder, 8-horse power, water-cooled

runabout (122), with a guarantee of 25 miles an hour (its
highest speed), would be the best machine. I have used this
machine almost all the time since it was purchased; I keep it
in my own stable, so it does not get very good attention, and
the greatest expense I have had has been due to negligence and
the lack of time to study the machine. I have used it in all
kinds of weather, and have gone through sloppy mud four
inches deep without any trouble. I have had to put on skids
but once. I generally run on high gear up all the hills,
thereby gaining very much time. I have made two trips, five
miles in the country, over a hilly road, in seventeen minutes.
I do not choose to make such trips often, because they are

too rapid to be safe. In winter an antifreezing mixture of
calcium chlorid and glycerin prevented any trouble.

The expense of running the machine has been very little.
I spent $39 for gasoline from July 4, 1906, to Oct. 10, 1907,
and the general repairs on the machine have cost practically
the same as for my horse and buggy each year. The gasoline
machine gives a man much opportunity of getting his clothes
dirty, and of working occasionally to adjust something; this I
do not mind, but an older man might.

Not to Have an Auto Is to Waste Time.
I feel that it would be a waste of time for me to try to do

without an automobile and to drive as slowly as a horse will

Fig.  .—Dr. J. Y. Welborn, Evansville, Ind., says this is a satis¬
factory car (122).
go. I still have my horse and buggy, and ordinarily drive a

little each day, but for all considerable distances I use the
machine. On muddy country trips I feel safer with a horse
and buggy. If roads are suitable a machine will be very prac¬
ticable for any practitioner unless he is too far from a me¬

chanic.

Dr. E. H. Kessler, St. Louis: Yes, the doctor should use
an automobile. It is more dignified; it is cheaper; it takes
your mind from your professional cares; but you must mas¬
ter your machine to get the full pleasure out of it. I have
found this true in the case of my car (232).
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THE ZENITH OF DELIGHT AND THE NADIR
OF DESPAIR.

LAMBERT OTT, M.D.
PHILADELPHIA.

I WOULD earnestly advise one who contemplates using a
motor car for the first time to familiarize himself with
the engine, steering gear, oiling, etc., by receiving instruc¬

tion in some good school teaching this line of work. Do not
attempt to run a machine without such preliminary knowl¬
edge, for if you do you have before you a painful experience
and expense, and the car suffers correspondingly.

Auto Requires More Time and Expense Than a Horse.
The automobile is superior to the horse for work, but the

physician must not expect to run his machine with as little
attention as a horse—if he does, woe betides him in the ex¬

asperating delays and troubles that will follow. In its min¬
imized expense an automobile is more expensive than one
horse.

Ought To s for Autos.
The autoist ought to have his own garage near the house,

where in moments of leisure he can adjust and study his car.
He ought to remember one axiom: Learn all about it, to be
comfortable and successful.

There is no device which will entirely prevent skidding.
Chains and the different tires having metal or roughened
surfaces will partly prevent it.

In the beginning of your motor car career use a two-cylinder
car and later a four-cylinder engine. A high horsepower
engine in too light a car will soon pound itself out. A light
touring car (103) with a good chauffeur is my selection.

The Auto Produces the Extremes of the Emotions.
There is nothing equal to an automobile in producing .the

extremes of the emotions—the" zenith of delight and the nadir
of despair.

It will eventually displace the horse.

Fig. Q.—The car (103) of Dr. Lambert Ott, Philadelphia.

COMBINING PLEASURE WITH BUSINESS.
WILLIAM E. FISHER, M.D.

reading, pa.

YOUR automobile number, April 21, 1906, gave me my
idea of employing an auto in my work, and I cheerfully
give my experience for what it is worth. I purchased

(second hand) a two-cylinder, water-cooled runabout (139)
in June, 1906, and then my trouble began, especially with
tires. After spending enough money on the machine and tires
to more than equal the original list price of the machine, I
finally got the car in good shape, and my expenses after that

did not average more than $12 a month, this including gasoline
and oil.

Not Simply a Business Proposition.
My idea was not to displace the horse entirely, especially

in winter time. There are so many physicians who receive
very little pleasure in this life, and yet leave a smaller for¬
tune to their families. So my idea was, and is, to get some

pleasure and recreation as well as a ready means of trans¬
portation when calls come at unusual hours.

I have not been disappointed in my calculations. I have
received much pleasure and recreation with my small runa¬

bout, so much so that I have contracted for a four-cylinder,
air-cooled car (140) for early spring delivery, when I will
dispense with the horse entirely.

Fig.  .—Dr. A. Aldridge Matthews, Spokane, Wash., leaving St.
Luke's Hospital (auto 117).

The Care of the Car.
The car requires a considerable amount of care in cleaning,

oiling, tightening bolts and looking after things generally, at
least one or two hours are required daily for this work. Some
weeks I had nothing to do but put in oil and gasoline, then
other weeks a great deal more, especially with a poor set of
tires. The work has, ho\vever, proved a great pleasure.

One of the greatest pleasures and conveniences is in mak¬
ing calls at a distance or at night, when with a turn of the
crank one is off. Many of my patients are surprised how
quickly I respond at night.

THE AUTO A NECESSITY.
A. ALDRIDGE MATTHEWS, M.D.

SPOKANE, WASH.

EACH year the automobile is becoming more and more a

necessity for the medical man; after once having one, a
doctor will feel very much at a loss without it. Auto¬

mobiles are as far ahead of the horse and buggy as the horse
and buggy is ahead of the electric car for the busy doctor.

My experience with an automobile during our winters here
has not been especially satisfactory, as the roads are very
muddy and much cut up by traffic, which is hard on the ma¬
chine and necessitates low speed, increasing oil, gasoline, and,
therefore, running expense.

Auto Twice as Expensive as Horse.
It has been my experience' that an automobile kept at a

garage costs just twice as much per month as does a horse
and buggy; but, if the doctor has the time, and mechanical
bent, he can care for his machine, keep it at his home and
run it at less expense than it would cost him for his horse and
buggy—but this is hardly practical for a busy doctor. I own
a four-cylinder 20-horse-power runabout (117).
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THE AUTOMOBILE AS A TOOL OF THE
PHYSICIAN.

AUGUSTUS A. ESHNER, M.D.
PHILADELPHIA.

FOR a long time I turned over in my mind the question as
to whether I should employ a horse-drawn or some form
of mechanically propelled vehicle for making my pro¬

fessional visits. My objections to the former were: 1, Exposure
of the animal to cold, heat and wet during long visits at hos¬
pital, dispensary or private dwelling; 2, slowness of progress,
especially in making visits at considerable distances; 3, ne¬

cessity of a driver or coachman. On the other hand, the auto¬
mobile was in an experimental and transitional stage. I
bought an electric runabout (147) that had been in use for a

few months. This proved exceedingly clean and neat, but
battery deterioration made it unduly expensive, and I disposed
of the car at a moderate loss.

Gasoline Best Source of Power Generation.
As time wore on it became clear that gasoline was the most

practicable source of power generation as applied to auto¬
mobiles, and I purchased, in January, 1906. a runabout (189)
that had been used a short time for demonstration purposes.
This I ran for seventeen months, when I exchanged it for a
later model of the same car, which I am now running.

I store my car at a nearby garage, where it is washed, gaso¬
line, oil and water replenished, and adjustments and repairs
are made as necessary. My experience of twenty-one months
has been most satisfactory. The cost of maintenance is. I
judge, somewhat greater than that for a single horse and car¬

riage, but the service is in every way superior. I can cover

longer distances in less time and with a zest and certainty that
could not be expected from the use of a horse. I need have no

compassion for a tired, thirsty, hungry overheated or chilled
animal. I do not attempt tours or great distances with my
runabout, but average, perhaps, 20 miles a day. I select
asphalt pavements in the city whenever possible, or hard roads
in the suburbs, even going out of my way to reach these as
tires are thus saved as well as time, and riding is easier.

The Expense of Maintenance.
For the seventeen months that I used my first car the total

cost was $925, or approximately $55 a month. This includes
first cost, a top. with side curtains (indispensable), and a glass
storm shield, which I would not wish to be without, and every
other item of expense, such as tires, storage, repairs, gasoline,
oil. batteries, repainting and insurance against fire. From this
amount is to be deducted the sum allowed in making the ex¬

change. The largest item of expense was for tires, amounting
in all to $210 for seventeen months. Puncture can, however,
be reduced to a minimum by having the tires well inflated, and
speed is increased by the same means, although this is feasi¬
ble only on smooth roads. It would- be a great boon if solid
tires could be used advantageously.

My motor has but a single cylinder, and I have no complaint
to make on this score. It is easy to start; it runs smoothly
and with ease; it climbs most hills on high gear and any hill
on low gear; and it is capable of greater speed than I am

permitted to use. I operate my car myself, and therefore
prefer a small car for professional purposes. I really think
it uneconomical to have a larger and more commodious car
than one actually needs.

Some Practical Experiences.
I have used chains to prevent skidding and side-slipping, and

to pull through snow and over ice, but I have discarded them
largely, as they act as a drag on the car and are likewise
destructive of the tires. I have also used a special tread
(190), and find it serviceable until the rubber studs are worn
down to the surface of the tire. There is another tread (150)
which promises protection against skidding, slipping and wear.
The only real safeguard is careful operating. One should never
have to stop quickly on a slippery surface.

I have been able to use my car almost every day in the

year, but have chosen not to take it out on severely CDld days
or when the snow is banked high on the streets. I have been
able to run my new car on a newT set of tires for more than
seven months, covering a distance of about 3,000 miles, with
but a single puncture, when my tires were somewhat softer
than usual. The tires are still in fair condition and they look
as though they might be good for an additional 1,000 miles or
more. By means of a generous admixture of wood alcohol with
water in my cooling apparatus, I have also been able to run in
cold weather. The cost of maintaining my new car for the
first seven months has been less than $20 a month.

LEARNING BY EXPERIENCE.
F. W. WILCOX, M.D.

MINONK, ILL.

I HAVE used two automobiles in my practice. The first
year I had a touring ear (132), with two cylinders, 16
horse-power, chain drive, water cooled and pneumatic tire.

This car is all right for pleasure, but I did not like the idea
of pulling around a big touring car with three empty seats
when I made professional calls. Next, you have too much
trouble with pneumatic tires, too many punctures, and
too much expense, still I would rather have a touring car with
pneumatic tires than none. The next year I bought a car with
lugli wheels, solid tires, air cooled, 10 horse-power (133). I
have run it about 5,000 miles, at an expense of less than $20
for repairs for one year. I can run about 20 miles on a gallon
of gasoline; on good roads can make an average time of 15
to 18 miles per hour. In ordinary mud about 8 miles. If the
mud is very sticky or deep, I do not try to use the car, but
hire a team. In this part of Illinois, where the roads are the
best in the world when they are good, and the worst when
they are bad, I can make about 90 per cent, of my drives
with it.

The Ideal Car for the Country Doctor.
The air-cooled car will cool all right if you give it plenty of

oil. The engine is only half as heavy as the water cooled, and
there are no tanks and no pumps to make trouble. My personal
experience is that it is a success, but should have more power.
My ideal car for a country doctor is four cylinders, 20 horse¬
power, air cooled, with high wheels and solid tires; either the
double chain or cable drive, the car to weigh not more than
1,200 to 1,400 pounds. The cost of keeping that kind of a

car, including cylinder oil, batteries, gasoline and all repairs,
is not nearly as much as keeping a team of horses. You can
make your calls in half the time you can with a team and pick
up half the price of a car in a year by being at the office more
of your time.
If Your Wife Learns to Run the Auto, You Will Need Two

Autos.
If you have a good car and take fifteen minutes each day

to look it over carefully, to keep it well oiled and all nuts
tight, you will have very little trouble and lots of pleasure in
running it. If you are a married man and teach your wife
how to run it you would better buy two, as you can get it only
when she does not want it.

FIVE YEARS' FAVORABLE EXPERIENCE.
L. M. ALLEN, M.D.

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

CONSTANT use, summer and winter, of the automobile
(164) I purchased Aug. 1, 1903, has tested it fairly
well, I think. It runs just as well as ever, if not better.

It has run considerably more than 50,000 miles.
Where the roads are good a light single-cylinder car of good

make will give give as good results as any, and the trouble
and expense of upkeep will be less. Where the roads are
such that more power is required, either a double or a four-
cylinder car with three speeds forward will be better.

(Automobile articles continued on page 7S7.)
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